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Querying a database to retrieve an answer, telling a robot to perform an action, or
teaching a computer to play a game are tasks requiring communication with machines
in a language interpretable by them. Semantic parsing is the task of converting human
language to a machine interpretable language. While human languages are sequential in
nature with latent structures, machine interpretable languages are formal with explicit
structures. The computational linguistics community have created several treebanks to
understand the formal syntactic structures of human languages. In this thesis, we use
these to obtain formal meaning representations of languages, and learn computational
models to convert these meaning representations to the target machine representation.
Our goal is to evaluate if existing treebank syntactic representations are useful for
semantic parsing.
Existing semantic parsing methods mainly learn domain-specific grammars which
can parse human languages to machine representation directly. We deviate from this
trend and make use of general-purpose syntactic grammar to help in semantic parsing.
We use two syntactic representations: Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) and
dependency syntax. CCG has a well established theory on deriving meaning representa-
tions from its syntactic derivations. But there are no CCG treebanks for many languages
since these are difficult to annotate. In contrast, dependencies are easy to annotate and
have many treebanks. However, dependencies do not have a well established theory for
deriving meaning representations. In this thesis, we propose novel theories for deriving
meaning representations from dependencies.
Our evaluation task is question answering on a knowledge base. Given a question,
our goal is to answer it on the knowledge base by converting the question to an exe-
cutable query. We use Freebase, the knowledge source behind Google’s search engine,
as our knowledge base. Freebase contains millions of real world facts represented in a
graphical format. Inspired from the Freebase structure, we formulate semantic parsing
as a graph matching problem, i.e., given a natural language sentence, we convert it into
a graph structure from the meaning representation obtained from syntax, and find the
subgraph of Freebase that best matches the natural language graph.
Our experiments on Free917, WebQuestions and GraphQuestions semantic parsing
datasets conclude that general-purpose syntax is more useful for semantic parsing than




Querying a database to retrieve an answer, telling a robot to perform an action, or
teaching a computer to play a game are tasks requiring communication with machines
in a language interpretable by them. Semantic parsing is the task of converting human
language to machine interpretable language. Machine interpretable languages have a
formal meaning representation. Whereas human language is sequential with hidden
structures. The field of computational linguistics have created several treebanks to
understand the syntactic structure of human language. In this thesis, we formulate
formal ways to extract meaning representations from syntactic structure of language
and learn computational models to convert these meaning representations to the target
machine representation. In doing so, we will study whether existing treebank syntactic
representations are useful for real world tasks.
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Language is a unique ability of humans, one central to cognition and communication.
The ease with which we generate language and the sophistication it offers us to ex-
press intense emotions to intricate philosophical arguments makes natural language
an attractive medium to communicate with computing machinery. But computers do
not understand human languages. They only understand programming languages, i.e.,
mathematical description of computation. This makes interaction with them difficult for
a large fraction of population. Semantic parsing aims to address this problem by con-
verting natural language to machine interpretable language. The practical implications
of semantic parsing means devices that can interact with humans in natural language.
These include robots, personal assistants, intelligent search engines, home appliances
and intelligent cars.
Although humans are capable of writing machine interpretable language, these are
hard to learn. They change with the change in the target application domain. Even
for domain experts, machine terminology is difficult to remember requiring domain
manuals. It would be convenient and less stressful to interact in natural language than
in machine language. Computing machines also come in various shapes and sizes, e.g.,
laptops, tablets, smartphones and cars. Some of these keyboards are inconvenient to
type. Relying on natural language allows one to dictate in natural speech via a speech
recognition module. With the recent advances in speech recognition, natural language
interaction with machines will likely be the most preferred interface.
Semantic parsing underlies several successful applications. Semantic parsing helped
IBM Watson defeat humans in Jeopardy; Siri is a semantic parsing based personal assis-
tant which serves million of Apple customers; Google answers a fair share of questions
on knowledge graph using semantic parsing; and Tesla cars are enabled with natural
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language interfaces. These applications are currently limited in the expressiveness of
natural language but are a good starting point for more research in this area.
Since semantic parsing deals with many aspects of language, our goal is to evaluate
theories of syntax and semantics using semantic parsing as a testbed. Specifically,
we evaluate methods for converting CCG syntax (Steedman, 1996) and dependency
syntax (Tesnière, 1959) to a formal semantic language. This formal language is in turn
converted to machine interpretable language using a new semantic parsing framework.
1.1 History of Semantic Parsing
The earliest known semantic parsing system is BASEBALL (Green Jr et al., 1961),
which answered questions such as “On how many days in July did eight teams play?”
against a database containing American League statistics. Questions were converted to
executable specification lists by matching the words and constituent phrases to database
entities and predicates using a dictionary. The early success of semantic parsing can
be attributed to two systems: LUNAR (Woods et al., 1972) and SHRDLU (Winograd,
1972). LUNAR answered natural language questions about the compositions of moon
rocks and soil collected in the Apollo mission. The application was designed to make
the database accessible to geologists across the US without having to learn the target
programming language. Questions such as “What samples contains Silicon?” can be
posed without the user being aware Silicon is represented as SIO2 in the database. In a
public demonstration, the system answered 78% of the questions correctly, an impres-
sive feat in 1970’s when computers were slow, expensive, and inconvenient to work
with. This system had almost all the components which current systems have: a syn-
tactic parser to provide grammatical structure of the sentence, a rule-based semantic
interpreter to convert syntactic fragments to target meaning representation, and an ex-
ecutor to execute the meanings on the database. Another impressive fact is that system
was designed to handle quantifiers, something at which even modern semantic parsing
systems fail.
SHRDLU is an intelligent agent that lived in a blocks world designed by Winograd
(1972) during his PhD to understand block world instructions such as “place the blue
block on the block adjacent to the triangle”. It was considered a landmark for successful
demonstration of natural human-machine interaction. Until SHRDLU, the syntax of
language was seen as an explanation for organizing strings without necessarily having
to deal with semantics. SHRDLU’s philosophy was to put the meaning of the sentences
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first, and treat syntax an an organization of strings to convey this meaning. Sentence
structure was treated as the result of series of choices made in order to generate this
meaning. Another crucial philosophical difference from other systems was that seman-
tics could not be defined on its own without reference to a domain. When we hear
a sentence, we make full sense of it based on our knowledge about the topic under
consideration. So for programs to understand language, they should consider world
knowledge by only allowing those hypotheses that the world under consideration al-
lows, e.g., in “I rode down the street in a car” a syntactic analysis that attaches car to
the street should not be considered since the semantic realization does not allow the
street to be contained in a car. A truly remarkable thing about SHRDLU was that it
remembered past context and also interacted with the users when there was ambiguity
asking for clarification. Its semantic processing component was a rule based system
which mapped syntactic fragments to semantic fragments, and considered only those
analyses that could be executed.
Around the same time, Montague (1973) proposed the marriage between lambda
calculus and syntax to derive rich general purpose logical forms. This paved the way
to methods which transform general purpose logical forms to domain-specific logical
forms (Copestake & Jones, 1990), and also gave rise to many theories which derive logi-
cal forms from syntactic structures (Dalrymple et al., 1995; Steedman, 1996; Copestake
et al., 2001; Gardent & Kallmeyer, 2003).
Statistical Semantic Parsing Although SHRDLU was a successful demonstration
of semantic parsing, it soon became apparent that hand-coding rules is not scalable.
Additionally, with the change in domains, these rules changed. Projects inspired from
SHRDLU such as Cyc (Lenat et al., 1985) aiming to manually write down common
sense knowledge such as “dogs are pets, and pets are animals” became increasingly
complex as the number of rules increased. With the advent of statistical methods for
NLP in 1990, many rule based methods became statistical. In this paradigm, data
aligned with target representations is used to train machine learning models that learn
the rules automatically. These methods also deal with ambiguity, ranking each possible
interpretation.
Zelle & Mooney (1996) were the first to apply statistical learning methods to se-
mantic parsing. They created a dataset containing questions paired with logical forms
in a language called Geoquery. These queries can be executed on a database containing
facts about US geography to retrieve answers. An example logical form is shown in
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Question What is the capital of the state with the largest population?
Logical Form answer(C, (capital(S,C), largest(P, (state(S), population(S,P)))))
Figure 1.1: An example question paired with its logical form.
Figure 1.1. Their system, CHILL, uses inductive logic programming to learn a semantic
parser in two phases. First, the training instances are used to learn an overly-general
Prolog program for shift-reduce parsing to generate logical forms. Clauses in this pro-
gram take the current states of the stack and buffer as input, and produce new states. The
state configurations and transition actions represent the logical form. The initial parser
produces many spurious analyses for a given sentence. In the second phase, the initial
program is then specialized using positive and negative derivations from the previous
step. The goal of this step is to generalize and impose additional constraints such that
only positive examples can be generated by the initial program. A variety of follow-up
systems capitalized on this work (Tang & Mooney, 2001; Thompson & Mooney, 2003;
Kate et al., 2005; Ge & Mooney, 2005).
The next breakthrough came with Zettlemoyer & Collins (2005). At the time, most
methods mainly used context-free grammar with projectivity assumptions, limiting the
expressivity of meaning representations. Zettlemoyer & Collins used a probabilistic
CCG grammar which is mildly context sensitive and can also deal with long-range de-
pendencies and non-projective meaning representations. Due to the transparent syntax-
semantic interface of CCG, they were able to learn both syntax and semantics simul-
taneously (See Chapter 3 for more details on CCG syntax-semantics interface). This
was the first time where Montague (1973)’s paradigm of syntax being transparent to
semantics was realized. Later on other grammar formalisms were applied to semantic
parsing such as dependencies (Liang et al., 2011), and regular tree grammars (Jones
et al., 2012).
Scaling Semantic Parsers Although semantic parsing methods became more robust
with statistical methods, these methods assume access to sentences annotated with
logical forms. Such data is expensive and difficult to annotate. Moreover knowledge
bases became larger and larger with billions of facts (Suchanek et al., 2007; Bollacker
et al., 2008). Creating supervised data for these domains became impossible.
So the next wave of innovations in semantic parsing were in scaling semantic
parsing methods with alternative forms of supervision. Initial small scale attempts
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Question what are the major religions in Russia?
Answer {Russian Orthodox Church, Islam}
Figure 1.2: An example question paired with its answer.
include learning from the world’s response by providing linguistic input, e.g., a question
and the desired output e.g., the answer to a question (Clarke et al., 2010; Liang et al.,
2011). The first major boost came with Berant et al. (2013) who created a large semantic
parsing dataset for Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008), a large knowledge base. The main
idea was that humans are good at answering questions rather than writing logical forms
since answering a question does not require expertise in the the target application’s
language. Berant et al. collected answers to questions by showing mechanical turkers
the corresponding Freebase pages in which the answer can be found. Figure 1.2 shows
one such example.
Methods which rely on even weaker forms of supervisions such as domains paired
with natural language descriptions (Artzi & Zettlemoyer, 2011; Krishnamurthy &
Mitchell, 2012; Reddy et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2015; Bisk et al., 2016a) or paraphrases
(Fader et al., 2013; Berant & Liang, 2014; Narayan et al., 2016) also came into exis-
tence.
Current research on semantic parsing focuses on designing novel ways to collect
data (Wang et al., 2015b; Su et al., 2016), neural methods which make few assumptions
about the structure of language (Dong & Lapata, 2016; Jia & Liang, 2016; Kočiský et al.,
2016; Neelakantan et al., 2016), and alternate forms of knowledge sources as text, web
tables, images (Krishnamurthy & Kollar, 2013; Pasupat & Liang, 2015; Andreas et al.,
2016; Krishnamurthy & Mitchell, 2015; Xu et al., 2016; Gardner & Krishnamurthy,
2017).
1.2 Dimensions of Semantic Parsing
There are several design decisions that are important for engineering semantic parsing
systems. We call these dimensions and explain how systems vary in order to understand
their strengths and weaknesses.
Grounded World A primary decision is to choose the world in which the language
has to be grounded, i.e., a domain in which the target language can be executed to take
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an action (e.g. answer a question). The domain is often a knowledge base used for
question answering (Banko et al., 2007; Suchanek et al., 2007; Bollacker et al., 2008;
Carlson et al., 2010; Lehmann et al., 2015). If you are interacting with a robot, it would
have its own programming language (MacMahon et al., 2006; Chen & Mooney, 2008;
Matuszek et al., 2013; Bisk et al., 2016b). In both these scenarios, the target language
is symbolic. In the first scenario, the world is static, i.e., the KBs will not change during
execution time, but in the latter scenario, the world gets updated with each action taken,
and correspondingly the target language becomes more complicated. For example, it
contains dynamic variables that would have different values in different time intervals
even when present in the same query (Artzi & Zettlemoyer, 2013).
In a few cases, the target language can be a continuous function. For example, if the
goal is to answer questions based on an image, the target language could be attention
distribution on the image, where attention indicates the region of interest (Andreas
et al., 2016). Recently there has also been interest in non-executable but goal oriented
semantic parsing (Krishnamurthy & Mitchell, 2015; Gardner & Krishnamurthy, 2017).
These methods treat natural language as a distribution of grounded predicates and
ungrounded (words in natural language) predicates.
Training data As mentioned above, the training data could consist of sentences paired
with target meaning representations (Zelle & Mooney, 1996), or sentences paired with
question-answer pairs (Clarke et al., 2010; Berant et al., 2013; Bisk et al., 2016a), or
sentences paired with system behavior (Branavan et al., 2009; Chen & Mooney, 2011;
Goldwasser & Roth, 2011) or just sentences from the domain (Goldwasser et al., 2011;
Krishnamurthy & Mitchell, 2012; Poon, 2013; Reddy et al., 2014).
Lexical Mismatch Words in natural language often look different in surface form to
predicates in the grounded world. Consider, the sentence “what is Charles Darwin?”,
the intention here is to know the profession of Charles Darwin which is represented as
people.profession in Freebase. None of the words in the original sentence has match
this predicate. Methods dealing with this problem use a lexicon which maps words to
knowledge base predicates either by handcoding them or learning them, (Zettlemoyer
& Collins, 2005; Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2011; Yao & Van Durme, 2014;
Artzi et al., 2014; Krishnamurthy, 2016) or exploit lexical similarity between words
in natural language with words in KB predicates (Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Bast &
Haussmann, 2015; Dong & Lapata, 2016).
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Structural Mismatch On the surface, natural language is sequential in nature. Whereas
target representations generally have tree or graph structures. Replacing words in the
source with target language symbols does not often lead to the target representation.
To cope with this problem, methods rely on the principle of compositionality (Pelletier,
1994). This principle says that the meaning of a phrase can be derived by combining the
meaning of the words in the phrase. Usually each word is associated with a meaning in
terms of the target language symbol and its interaction within the context. These word
meanings are combined in a hierarchical fashion to form the meaning of larger units
such as phrases and sentences. For example consider the phrase largest state and its
target representation argmax(λx.state(x),λx.size(x)). This can be obtained by assign-
ing words largest with lambda expression λ f .argmax(λx. f (x),λx.size(x)) and state
with λx.state(x), and combining them together by applying largest to state. But how
did we know to assign these expressions to corresponding words and combine them in
the proposed order? This is where syntactic and semantic theories of language help.
Formalisms such as context free grammar and CCG have been used to derive se-
mantic expressions from syntactic derivations (Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005; Wong &
Mooney, 2007; Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2011; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013).
The central idea of these methods is to learn an overly general grammar that parses
language to multiple semantic structures, hoping that at least one of these matches the
target representation. A learning model is trained such that the most likely match is
ranked on the top compared to others. We will see more details in Chapter 2.
The principle of compositionality assumes that meaning is encoded in the sentence
itself. However, the domain under consideration may also influence the meaning. For
example, question “what are the states?” in Geoquery would actually mean “what are
the states in US?”. Here in US is not present in the original sentence but is taken for
granted because of the domain under consideration. To deal with such cases, additional
operations on top of the grammar are proposed, e.g., a bridging operation that introduces
arbitary predicates into an existing logical form (Berant et al., 2013), or a floating parser
that introduces predicates with no explicit alignment to input text (Pasupat & Liang,
2015). In the absence of such operations, the grammar may be forced to learn states
would mean states in US.
There are also methods which treat this structural mismatch without using gram-
mars. These methods linearize the target representation and treat semantic parsing as
a sequence-to-sequence transduction problem (Wong & Mooney, 2006; Andreas et al.,
2013; Dong & Lapata, 2016; Jia & Liang, 2016).
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1.3 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we propose a semantic parser which converts natural language to Freebase
executable language. Freebase is a large knowledge base curated manually. Semantic
parsing on Freebase helps validating natural language statements for their truthfulness,
and for question answering. We focus only on the latter part, however our methods
can also be used for fact checking (Vlachos & Riedel, 2014) by grounding declarative
statements to Freebase queries (Reddy et al., 2014).
Based on the discussion in Section 1.2, our problem has the following dimensions:
Our grounded world is Freebase, i.e., we assume all natural language provided as input
to our parser can be converted to Freebase queries. Our training data is in the form of
question answer pairs as shown in Figure 1.2. Because of the scale of Freebase, we
chose this relatively inexpensive source of supervision than using logical forms. Unlike
existing methods which use a lexicon of words in language mapped to predicates in
KB, we assume a predicate in language corresponds to a distribution of predicates in
KB (see Section 2.10.5). In order to obtain predicates in natural language, we rely on
ungrounded logical forms obtained from syntax. We call these ungrounded since the
predicates are defined by words and not by Freebase. To handle structural mismatches,
instead of converting language to target meaning representation directly, we convert
ungrounded logical forms to Freebase query language exploiting the structural similari-
ties between them. This factorizes the semantic parsing problem first as a linguistically
motivated general purpose structured prediction problem and then a domain-specific
transduction problem.
Our semantic parsing framework is as follows: Our input consists of question and
answer pairs. Firstly questions are parsed to a syntactic representation using syntactic
parsers. We use CCG (Steedman, 1996) and dependencies (Tesnière, 1959) as our
syntactic representations. The CCG syntactic parse is converted to ungrounded logical
forms using an existing CCG theory of semantics (Bos et al., 2004). We propose a
new theory of semantics for converting dependencies to logical forms. We treat this
step as a deterministic rule-based conversion. Inspired from the structure of Freebase,
we convert ungrounded logical forms to natural language graphs. This enables us to
explore semantic parsing as a graph matching problem, i.e., finding the best graph of
Freebase that matches the natural language graph. This step involves a statistical model
which learns to rank a Freebase graph that has the same denotation as the answer to a
given question higher than other graphs.
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The emphasis in this thesis is on using linguistic guidance for semantic parsing. For
several decades, the field of linguistics created theories of language that explain the
structure of the language. The computational linguistics community has created several
treebanks for these theories by annotating sentences with linguistic structures. The NLP
community developed many statistical methods to learn how to convert new sentences
to linguistic structures learning from treebanks. A question that remains unanswered
is how useful are these theories and resources for real world applications. Are existing
theories sufficient or do we need a new theory? Semantic parsing is a good testbed to
answer these questions. It is a real world application which requires explicit structures
that are agnostic to our assumptions since these structures are grounded and can be
evaluated for their correctness.
The guiding hypothesis in this thesis is that general-purpose syntax helps in deriving
superior task-agnostic and task-specific meaning representations than induced or latent
syntax. If our hypothesis is true, one can use task-specific training data just to learn
to convert linguistic structures that are universal across applications and languages to
task-specific structures. This paradigm requires fewer parameters than methods which
try to learn everything (e.g., syntax, semantics) from the training data itself, wasting
task-specific expensive resources for problems that are well addressed by language
research community.
As our syntactic representations we choose CCG and dependencies. The trade-off’s
in chosing any syntactic formalism are the availability of resources and the expressivity
of the formalism. Dependencies clearly win over CCG on the resources front, whereas
in the later chapters, it will be evident that CCG wins on expressivity criteria. Although
CCG wins on expressivity, semantic parsing datasets are often noisy with ungrammtical
sentences. Our results show dependencies are more resilient to ungrammaticality than
CCG, therefore leading to a better performance. For additional discussion on other
available syntactic formalsims, see Section 2.3.
1.3.1 Problem Formulation
Our problem can be defined as follows: Given a question q that can be answered with
a knowledge base K , our goal is to find the meaning representation g such that the
denotation of g is same as the true answer a. But due to database incompleteness or
incorrect annotation of answers, it is not always possible to find an exact match. So,
instead we redefine the goal as finding the representation g that has the highest overlap
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Here [[g]]K indicates the denotation (the return value) of g when executed on K , i.e.,
the predicted answer. Here F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall of predicted
answer when compared with the annotated answer a.
1.3.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are
1. We propose a new framework for semantic parsing. In this framework, we define
semantic parsing as a graph matching problem as opposed to the traditional
convention of treating it as a grammar learning problem.
2. We evaluate if treebank syntax is useful for semantic parsing. Traditionally, syn-
tax is treated as latent or task-dependent. We assume syntax is task-independent
and is a starting point for semantic parsing.
3. While CCG syntax has a well-studied semantic interface, a semantic interface for
dependency syntax does not exist. Given that dependency treebanks are widely
prevalent, such an interface would enable semantic parsing applications for mul-
tiple languages. We propose a new theory for extracting logical forms from de-
pendency syntax.
4. Because of the universal nature of dependency structures, for the first time, we
evaluate semantic interfaces for dependency syntax in multiple languages. We
also create new datasets that allow us to evaluate Freebase semantic parsing for
multiple languages.
1.4 Chapter Structure
The structure of the thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 presents our semantic parsing framework. Our main idea is to treat
semantic parsing as a graph matching problem. We describe the steps involved in the
framework, and justify the design choices in comparison with existing work. This frame-
work enables us to evaluate different syntactic representations for semantic parsing. We
evaluate this framework on existing semantic parsing datasets: WebQuestions, Free917
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and GraphQuestions in the later chapters. Our framework has also helped others (Lewis
& Steedman, 2014; Bisk et al., 2016a; Narayan et al., 2016).
Chapter 3 evaluates the usefulness of treebank CCG syntax for semantic parsing.
Existing methods induce domain-specific CCG syntax for semantic parsing making
it unclear how useful is general-purpose syntax (Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005, 2007;
Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013). To answer this question, we will
use CCG syntax as defined in CCGBank (Hockenmaier & Steedman, 2007). This is first
such evaluation of CCG for semantic parsing. Although the literature is rife with ob-
taining logical forms from CCG using lambda calculus, there is no work that describes
the procedure to build lambda calculus expressions automatically from CCG syntactic
categories (Bos et al., 2004; Lewis & Steedman, 2013; Vo et al., 2015; Abzianidze,
2015; Martínez-Gómez et al., 2016). We hope this chapter fills that gap.
Chapter 4 presents DEPLAMBDA a new theory for obtaining logical forms from
Stanford dependencies. Dependencies lack syntactic type information on the words
compared to CCG making it less transparent to semantics. However dependency labels
provide a clue to the semantics of the words involved. Based on this intuition, we treat
dependency labels as functions that drive the semantic composition instead of word-
driven semantics as in CCG. We introduce a single-type system that assigns all words
and constituent phrases with lambda expressions of a uniform semantic type. We found
that dependency syntax is more robust than CCG syntax in handling grammatical errors
which are problematic otherwise for semantic parsing.
Chapter 5 presents UDEPLAMBDA, a semantic interface for converting Universal
Dependencies (UD; Nivre et al. 2016) to logical forms. UDEPLAMBDA is designed to
work for any language which has a treebank in the UD schema with minimal reliance
on language-specific information. While DEPLAMBDA works only with dependency
tree inputs, UDEPLAMBDA is designed to work even with graph inputs, therefore en-
abling it to handle long-range dependency constructions such as control. To evaluate
the usefulness of UDEPLAMBDA across languages for Freebase semantic parsing, we
translate existing English semantic parsing datasets to Spanish and German, and present
the first multilingual semantic parsing results on Freebase. Our results show UD is a
promising resource for semantics in multiple languages.
Chapter 6 presents a higher-order type system for UDEPLAMBDA to generate
semantics with quantified scope. This is not empirically evaluated yet. We also present
discuss its limitations.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis, findings, contributions, and discusses
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directions for future work.
1.5 Published Work
The framework in Chapter 2 is published in Reddy et al. (2014), and the transduction
operators are introduced in Reddy et al. (2016). Experiments in Chapter 3 are partly
based on Reddy et al. (2014) and Reddy et al. (2016). DEPLAMBDA of Chapter 4 is
published in Reddy et al. (2016), and so is UDEPLAMBDA of Chapter 5 in Reddy et al.
(2017). Chapter 6 is the supplementary material to Reddy et al. (2017).
Chapter 2
Semantic Parsing Framework
In this chapter we introduce our framework for semantic parsing. Our knowledge base of
interest is Freebase. Our key insight is to represent natural language as semantic graphs
whose topology shares many commonalities with Freebase. Given this representation,
we conceptualize semantic parsing as a graph matching problem. Our model converts
sentences to semantic graphs with guidance from syntax and subsequently grounds
them to Freebase using denotations as a form of supervision.
2.1 Freebase
Freebase consists of 42 million entities and 2.5 billion facts. A fact is defined by a
triple containing two entities and a relation between them. Entities represent real world
concepts, and edges represent relations, thus forming a graph-like structure. A Freebase
subgraph is shown in Figure 2.1 with rectangles denoting entities.
Consider the fact BARACK OBAMA is the parent of NATASHA OBAMA. This is
represented in Freebase with the triples (NATASHA OBAMA, people.person.parents,
BARACK OBAMA) and (BARACK OBAMA, people.person.children, NATASHA OBAMA).
Here people.person.children is the inverse relation of the main relation people.person.parents.
We only consider triples with main relation. In the spirit of neo-Davidsonian semantics,
we split relations between entities to as an event with two arguments. For example,
we represent the triple (NATASHA OBAMA, people.person.parents, BARACK OBAMA)
as event r with two arguments, people.person.parents.arg1 to NATASHA OBAMA and
people.person.parents.arg2 to BARACK OBAMA. This representation has advantages
which will become clear below.
In addition to simple facts, Freebase encodes complex facts, represented by multiple
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Figure 2.1: Freebase knowledge graph. Entities are represented by rectangles, relations
between entities by edges, mediator nodes by circles, types by rounded rectangles.
edges. For example, in Figure 2.1, the edges connecting BARACK OBAMA, COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY and BACHELOR OF ARTS represent one single complex fact describing
that Barack did his Bachelors in Columbia university. Entities in these complex facts
are all connected to each other via a mediator node, e.g., circular node m connects
Barack, Bachelors and Columbia university. This mediator node is analogous to the
event variable in neo-Davidsonian semantics. Note that because of splitting simple facts
to also contain a mediator node, the graph representation is uniform for both simple
and complex facts.
Finally, Freebase also has entity types defining is-a relations. In Figure 2.1 types
are represented by rounded rectangles (e.g., BARACK OBAMA is of type US president,
and COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY is of type education.university). These are analogous to
unary types in neo-Davidsonian semantics.
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2.2 Overview
Our framework is shown in Figure 2.2. Given a natural language sentence, we obtain
its syntactic representation using a syntactic parser. In this thesis, we use two different
syntactic representations, CCG and dependency syntax. From the syntactic representa-
tion, we obtain the semantics represented in first-order logic using lambda calculus. We
call these logical forms ungrounded since the predicates are domain independent. In
Chapter 3, we will describe the CCG syntax-semantics interface, and in Chapter 4 we
will introduce a novel semantic interface for dependency syntax. We convert the logical
forms to semantic graphs, also referred to as ungrounded graphs. Using graph trans-
formation operations, we convert ungrounded graphs to Freebase graphs, also termed
as grounded graphs. For training, we only have access to question answer pairs, and
not the target grounded graph structures. Therefore we use the denotations of grounded
graphs to compare against the gold answers, and select the graphs that predict the cor-
rect answer as a surrogate gold standard. We train a linear model that learns to rank
grounded graphs for a given ungrounded graph using its surrogate.
Existing methods approach this problem in variety of ways, mostly removing some
of the steps in the proposed framework. Bordes et al. (2014) and Dong et al. (2015)
present an extreme version of our pipeline which discards any form of parsing – a
question is directly mapped to the answer by projecting questions and answers as vector
embeddings in the same semantic space. A less extreme version of this converts the
sentence to target grounded representations directly using a grammar or neural network
(Zelle & Mooney, 1996; Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005; Liang et al., 2011; Kwiatkowksi
et al., 2010; Berant et al., 2013; Yih et al., 2015; Dong & Lapata, 2016). A moderate
extension is to directly map syntax to the target meaning representation without going
through intermediate semantic representation (Poon, 2013; Andreas & Klein, 2015).
Closest to our work are Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) and Artzi et al. (2015) who convert
ungrounded logical forms to target meaning representations using lambda-calculus
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Figure 2.2: Steps involved in our Semantic Parsing framework. We first parse the sentence to a syntactic parse from which a logical form is
obtained. The logical form is converted to an ungrounded graph which in turn is transformed to a Freebase graph.
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In the following we provide motivation for our framework compared to existing
alternatives. We first explain why natural language is represented by intermediate logi-
cal forms, and then why these are mediated by syntax. Then we justify the decision to
apply graph transformations as opposed to logical form transformations.
Why intermediate logical forms? The main reason for choosing intermediate logical
forms has to do with the fact that Freebase structures represent compositional struc-
tures of natural language factual statements curated by humans. Logical forms also
represent the compositional structure of human languages, and these compositional
structures could potentially be similar. One can exploit these similarities to guide the
search for target Freebase structure of a given sentence. Consider the question, what
are the capitals of the states bordering Texas?, and its logical form λx.∃y.capital(x)∧
capital.of(y,x)∧ state(y)∧bordering(y,Texas). This logical form indicates that the an-
swer to this question x is two relations (hops) away from Texas, one hop represents
the states bordering, and the other hop represents the capital.of those bordering states.
Using this information, we can limit the search for Freebase graphs to 2±α hops from
Texas, where α denotes few additional or fewer hops than those denoted by the logi-
cal form. Without such guidance, the search procedure becomes unrestricted, and the
number of candidate graphs that would have to be considered is infinite. The number
of training examples required for the latter scenario would be prohibitive, leading to
scalability issues. In contrast, linguistic guidance decreases the search space.
Since our intermediate logical forms are knowledge base and task independent, they
can be used with any knowledge base besides Freebase (Krishnamurthy & Mitchell,
2012, 2015), and also for other tasks such as entailment (Beltagy et al., 2016), text-
based question answering (Lewis & Steedman, 2013), sentence simplification (Narayan
& Gardent, 2014), summarization (Liu et al., 2015), paraphrasing (Pavlick et al., 2015),
and relation extraction (Rocktäschel et al., 2015). Furthermore, our logical forms are
interpretable allowing us to examine and analyze the nature of errors, e.g., whether the
failure to parse to a target Freebase representation is due to the ungrammaticality of the
question, or whether errors take place during the conversion stage from the logical form.
Since consistency in linguistic annotations is high and cost per annotation is moderate
(Bender et al., 2015), methods that benefit from linguistic information are scalable
than compared to methods that rely only on task and domain specific annotations.
Additionally the returns for general-purpose linguistic annotation are higher compared
to annotating task specific data since the same the linguistic annotations can be reused
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for multiple tasks, i.e., a one-shot solution can improve multiple tasks (Bender et al.,
2015).
Several ongoing efforts aim to build task-independent semantic representations
(Banarescu et al., 2013; Vanderwende et al., 2015; Akbik et al., 2015; White et al.,
2016; Abzianidze et al., 2017). Our approach sheds light on the usefulness of these
representations for semantic parsing.
Why syntax to intermediate logical forms? The question here is why should one
use syntax to convert to intermediate logical forms rather than directly converting text
to intermediate logical forms. There are many reasons for this. Logical forms are equiv-
alent to graphs, whereas syntactic representations are most commonly trees, e.g., CCG
derivations can be viewed as constituent trees, while dependencies are naturally trees.
Trees offers constraints such as the number of incoming arcs to a node and projectivity,
thereby restricting the search space. Whereas graph structures do not impose strong
constraints on the structure leading to a larger search space compared to trees. Addi-
tionally, nodes in a syntactic tree are formed using the words in the sentence, whereas
logical forms may have extra-sentential words (e.g., conjunction markers, mathematical
operators).
The attractive properties of syntax resulted in mature and effective technology for
syntactic parsing (Collins, 2003; Clark & Curran, 2007; Nivre et al., 2007; Chen &
Manning, 2014; Dyer et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016). Having accurate parsers for syntax
is in turn a good reason to make use of syntax to derive logical forms. The improvements
in parsing will translate to improvements in logical form representations.
Montague (1970) points out the role of syntax is in fact to assist in semantics. In his
own words, “I fail to see any interest in syntax except as a preliminary to semantics”.
Our approach validates how feasible is Montague’s paradigm and helps in determining
the merits and drawbacks of using syntax for semantics. An added advantage of using
syntax is reusability. Though syntax is created to study linguistic structure of language,
we recycle it for a different purpose. Syntax can also be viewed as a form of constraint
type system which guides the search space for logical forms (Steedman, 2000). Existing
literature also reveals it is beneficial to exploit syntax for logical form (graph) parsing
(Wang et al., 2015a).
A huge advantage of syntactic representations is that these are widely available
for many languages (McDonald et al., 2013; Nivre et al, 2016) compared to logical
forms (Banarescu et al., 2013; Abzianidze et al., 2017), perhaps due to the ease of
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annotation, strengthening the case for obtaining logical forms from syntax. Our logical
form conversion assumes only the availability of syntactic treebank without recourse to
annotated logical forms, thereby allowing us to work with a large number of languages
(see Chapter 5).
Perhaps it is not immediately obvious why we should not dispense intermediate
logical form and directly convert syntax to target meaning representation (Poon, 2013).
Logical forms derived from treebank CCG categories have structural mismatches with
the target representations, and it is unclear how to handle these mismatches without
going through intermediate logical form representations (Kwiatkowski et al., 2013).
The problem of structural mismatch is exacerbated in the case of directly converting
dependency trees to target meaning representation. In Chapter 4, we will introduce
a baseline which directly converts dependency trees to target structures. We observe
that dependency trees without intermediate semantic representations introduce more
symbols in the input making the learning problem harder, i.e., sentences with same
logical form may have different dependency structures, whereas intermediate logical
forms provide a reasonable abstract representation that generalizes well.
In Chapter 7, we discuss recent developments in semantic parsing that do not require
either syntax or intermediate logical forms.
Why graph transformations? Here, we answer the question why we chose graph
transformations instead of directly converting the intermediate logical forms to target
meaning representations. The main reason is that Freebase is a graph, and a method that
performs transformations on an input graph is more natural to interpret than a method
which transforms intermediate logical forms to target graphs. Moreover, graphs have
become a branch of computer science with solid theoretical foundations (West & others,
2001) and strong hold in NLP (Radev & Mihalcea, 2006; Riedl et al., 2017).
In addition, graphs can express whatever logical forms can express (Basile & Bos,
2013; Liang, 2013; Bos, 2016). In Section 2.9, the graph transformations we propose
have analogous operations to logical form transformations, and we highlight the differ-
ences between our transformations with existing ones (Kwiatkowski et al., 2013). A
major advantage of using graphs is that we can make use of existing literature in graph
parsing for doing semantic parsing (Flanigan et al., 2014; Das et al., 2014; Zhou & Xu,
2015; Roth & Lapata, 2016; Damonte et al., 2016).
Below we provide more details for each step in the framework.
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2.3 Natural Language Sentence to Syntax
In this step, we convert an input sentence to its syntactic representation, e.g. in Fig-
ure 2.2 we parse the input sentence “what is the name of the company which acquired
Pixar?” using a syntactic parser to a syntactic representation. We explore two different
syntactic representations, CCG and dependencies. CCG has been widely used in seman-
tic parsing applications, however existing literature focus on inducing CCG syntax for
each task separately rather than using a task-agnostic syntactic parsers. (Zettlemoyer
& Collins, 2005; Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013). This leaves an
important question unanswered: how good is treebank syntax to perform the task at
hand? A drawback of CCG is that many languages do not have CCG treebanks and it is
expensive to create them. In contrast, dependencies are easy to annotate and have tree-
banks in many languages. To parse natural language text syntactically, we use syntactic
parsers trained on existing syntactic treebanks. Using off-the-shelf syntactic parsers
provides an opportunity to evaluate how useful is treebank syntax for practical tasks,
and gives a glimpse of strengths and weaknesses of treebanks.
Other alternative syntacitic representations include LFG (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982),
HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1994) and TAG (Joshi & Schabes, 1997). Similar to CCG, a
drawback with these formalisms is that they do not have treebanks in many languages.
Additionally, these formalisms aren’t explored for grounded semantic parsing, which
disallow us to compare treebank syntax with induced syntax, a major motivation for
using CCG. Although dependency syntax hasn’t been used for grounded semantic
parsing, a major motivation for using it is that it is the most widely available syntax for
many languages.
2.4 Syntax to Ungrounded Logical Form
In this step, we take the syntactic parse produced in the previous step and convert it to
ungrounded logical forms, e.g., in Figure 2.2 we obtain the ungrounded logical form
from CCG syntactic parse of the input sentence. We call the logical forms ungrounded
since the predicates and arguments are not tied to any knowledge base. To convert
syntax to ungrounded logical forms, we rely on syntax-semantic interfaces following
Montague (1973). CCG is synchronous syntax-semantic interface which allows one to
derive ungrounded logical forms from the syntactic derivation itself (see Chapter 3).
In contrast, dependencies are not transparent to semantics and lack a semantic inter-
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face. We will introduce novel semantic interfaces for dependencies in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5.
Traditional logic (Montague, 1973) has only two basic types: individuals and truth
values. We treat numericals and time values as also individuals. The sentence Cameron
directed Titanic would be represented as directed(Cameron, Titanic). Here the indi-
viduals are Cameron and Titanic, and directed takes two individuals as arguments
and becomes a truth value. The notation becomes problematic with the increase in
number of verbal arguments, e.g., Cameron directed Titanic in 1997 will have di-
rected(Cameron, Titanic, 1997), and Cameron directed Titanic with a camera in 1997
will have ∃x.directed(Cameron,Titanic,x,1997)∧ camera(x). In all these examples,
the arity and type signature of directed keeps changing with each construction, even
though each sentence is only adding a bit of extra information not present in the previ-
ous sentence. Parsons (1972) points out additional problems in traditional logic.
Neo-Davidsonian event semantics addresses these problems by introducing an addi-
tional basic type called event (Parsons, 1990; Schein, 1993). Following this change, the
semantics of Cameron directed Titanic with a camera in 1997 becomes ∃ex.directed(e)∧
camera(x)∧ arg1(e,Cameron)∧ arg2(e,Titanic)∧with(e,x)∧ in(e,1997). This repre-
sentation makes use of event variable e and thematic roles arg1, arg2, in . . . to have
uniform arity predicates even when verbs have a varying number of arguments. We use
neo-Davidsonian semantics to represent ungrounded logical forms. We convert syntax
to logical forms in a compositional fashion by composing lambda calculus expressions
of the constituent syntactic fragments. These lambda calculus expressions denote the
semantics of the constituents. See Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 for details.
2.5 Ungrounded Logical form to Ungrounded Graph
As discussed earlier, graphs are a friendlier version of logical forms. And logical forms
can be expressed in a graphical representation without losing expressivity. In Figure 2.2,
the ungrounded logical form is converted to an ungrounded graph. We will now illus-
trate how we create ungrounded graphs from ungrounded logical forms. Figure 2.3(a)
displays the ungrounded graph for the sentence Cameron directed Titanic in 1997 built
from ∃e.directed(e)∧ arg1(e,Cameron)∧ arg2(e,Titanic)∧ in(e,1997). The graph rep-
resentation is motivated from the structure of Freebase (Section 2.1).






















































































Figure 2.3: Graph representations for the sentence Cameron directed Titanic in 1997.




Figure 2.4: Ungrounded Graph for The director Cameron made a movie.
Entity Nodes (Rectangles) Entities in the logical form become nodes in the graph.
These are denoted by rectangles, e.g., Cameron in Figure 2.3(a). In cases, where an
entity is uninstantiated, nodes are represented with variables, e.g., in the sentence The
director Cameron made a movie, the logical form ∃ex.director(Cameron)∧made(e)∧
movie(x) ∧ arg1(e,Cameron)∧ arg2(e,x) indicates x is an uninstantiated entity corre-
sponding to movie, and is represented as x (see Figure 2.4).
Mediator Nodes (Circles) Mediator nodes are denoted by circles and represent events
in the logical form, e.g. e in Figure 2.3(a). They connect every pair of entities which
participate in an event, thereby forming a clique. In Figure 2.3(a), entities Cameron,
Titanic and 1997 form a clique evoked by the event e of directed.
Edges We define an edge as a link that connects any two entities via a mediator node.
In Figure 2.3(a), the edge between Cameron and Titanic is comprised of directed.arg1,
e, directed.arg2. The subedge of an edge, i.e., the link between a mediator and an entity,
is formed by concatenating the event predicate and the thematic role connecting the
event and the entity. The subedge label directed.arg1 from mediator node e and the
entity Cameron is formed by concatenating the event directed and the thematic role
arg1.
Type nodes (Rounded rectangles) Type nodes are denoted by rounded rectangles.
They represent unary predicates in natural language. In Figure 2.4 type node movie
indicates x is a movie, and type node director indicates Cameron is a director.
Math nodes (Diamonds) Math nodes are denoted by diamonds. They describe func-
tions to be applied on the nodes/subgraphs they attach to. We define TARGET as a
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Who target
x e The Nutty
Professordirected.arg1 directed.arg2
(a) Who directed The Nutty Professor?
Figure 2.5: Ungrounded graph with math function TARGET.
function that retrieves the denotation of the node it attaches to, i.e., the answer to a
question. For example, the graph in Figure 2.5(a) represents the question Who directed
The Nutty Professor?. Here, TARGET attaches to x representing the word who.
We also use an additional math function COUNT which attaches to entity nodes
which have to be counted. For the sentence Julie Andrews has appeared in 40 movies in
Figure 2.6, we have two alternate graphs for the same sentence given by two different
logical forms. Figure 2.6(a) assumes thematic role in of appeared takes an integer which
represents the count of movies. Whereas Figure 2.6(b) assumes thematic role in takes a
movie z as argument, and the function COUNT takes all such movies and returns their
count, which in this case is 40. We allow a sentence to have multiple ungrounded graphs
in anticipation that one of these graphs is a more appropriate representation in Freebase.
The learning algorithm will eventually decide which graph is more appropriate.
Other mathematical functions include argmax, argmin, complement, and compar-
atives such as greater/less than, first, second, last and nth. We do not work with these
functions in this thesis.
2.6 Grounded Graphs
Grounded graphs are nothing but Freebase subgraphs with few operations on the graph
nodes. In this section, we will see the similarities between ungrounded and grounded
graphs. For each concept in the ungrounded graph, there is a corresponding concept in
the grounded graphs.
































Figure 2.6: Graph representations for the sentence Julie Andrews has appeared in
40 movies. Ungrounded graph (a) directly connects Julie Andrews and 40, whereas
graph (b) uses the math function COUNT. Ungrounded graph (b) and grounded graph (c)
have similar topology.
Entity nodes Entity nodes that are already instantiated in ungrounded graphs rep-
resent entity nodes in Freebase. We distinguish these with upper case words. In Fig-
ure 2.3(a), Cameron is grounded to Freebase entity CAMERON in Figure 2.3(b). Com-
mon nouns like movies (see Figure 2.6(b) and Figure 2.6(c)) are left as variables to be
instantiated by the entities satisfying the graph.



















































































































Figure 2.7: Graph representations for Alcoa has 120000 employees in 2007.
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Type nodes Type nodes are grounded to Freebase entity types. Type node direc-
tor in Figure 2.4 is grounded to all possible types of Cameron (e.g., film.director,
film.producer, person.person). In cases where an ungrounded type is attached to an
entity node that is not instantiated, the type could be grounded to one of the possible
grounded types that are allowed in the context. In Figure 2.6(b), the possible types of
movie are all possible entity types that can occur in relation with entity Julie Andrews
and one such possibility is film.film.
Edges An ungrounded edge between two entities can be grounded to one of the edges
that link the two entities in Freebase. For example, in Figure 2.3 the possible groundings
of the edge between Titanic and Cameron are the following edges between entities
TITANIC and CAMERON in Freebase: (film.directed_by.arg1, film.directed_by.arg2)
and (film.produced_by.arg1, film.produced_by.arg2). If only one entity is grounded, we
use all possible edges from the grounded entity. If no entity is grounded, we allow all
edges that are contextually allowed. Sometimes an ungrounded edge may not have a
corresponding grounded edge. In Figure 2.3, the ungrounded edge between Cameron
and 1997 does not have a corresponding grounding since Freebase does not have a
relation between Cameron and 1997. Given an ungrounded graph with n edges, there
are O((k + 1)n) possible grounded graphs, with k being the grounded edges in the
knowledge graph for each ungrounded edge together with an additional empty (no)
edge.
Mediator nodes In an ungrounded graph, mediator nodes represent events in natural
language. In the grounded graph, they represent Freebase fact identifiers. Fact identifiers
help in identifying if neighboring edges belong to a single complex fact, which may or
may not be coextensive with an ungrounded event. In Figure 2.7(a), the edges corre-
sponding to the event identifier e are grounded to a single complex fact in Figure 2.7(b),
with the fact identifier m. However, in Figure 2.3(a), the edges of the ungrounded event
e are grounded to different Freebase facts, distinguished in Figure 2.3(b) by the iden-
tifiers m and n. Furthermore, the edge in 2.3(a) between CAMERON and 1997 is not
grounded in 2.3(b), since no Freebase edge exists between the two entities.
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2.7 Querying Freebase
We convert grounded graphs to SPARQL queries (Harris et al., 2013) in order to execute
them on Freebase. Another alternative would be to directly work with graph structures
by matching our graphs against the Freebase graph structure (Holzschuher & Peinl,
2013).
The SPARQL query for Figure 2.3(b) is:
PREFIX fb:<http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/>
ASK {
?m fb:film.film.directed_by.arg2 fb:CAMERON .
?m fb:film.film.directed_by.arg1 fb:TITANIC .
?n fb:film.film.initial_release_date.arg1 fb:TITANIC .
?n fb:film.film.initial_release_date.arg2 fb:1997 .
}.
This query returns either true or false depending on whether this graph exists in Free-
base. The conversion is deterministic and is exactly the inverse of logical form to graph
conversion (Section 2.5). We convert each edge to two triples formed by the subedges.
In Figure 2.3(b), the edge between CAMERON and TITANIC, becomes the triples (?m,
fb:film.film.directed_by.arg2, CAMERON) and (?m, fb:film.film.directed_by.arg1, TI-
TANIC), formed by the subedges going form mediator m to CAMERON and TITANIC.
Math function TARGET is useful in retrieving the entity variables of interest. We use
use the SELECT statement in such cases. The SPARQL query for the corresponding
grounded graph of Figure 2.5(a) is
PREFIX fb:<http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/>
SELECT ?x {
?m fb:film.film.directed_by.arg2 fb:CAMERON .
?m fb:film.film.directed_by.arg1 ?x .
?x fb:type fb:film.film .
fb:CAMERON fb:type fb:film.director .
}.
This query returns the values of x, i.e., the movies directed by Cameron. For questions
involving counting (COUNT), we use the corresponding SPARQL predicate COUNT.
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2.8 Semantic Parsing as Graph Matching
From the previous sections it is clear that ungrounded graphs and Freebase graphs have
many similarities. If one replaces the nodes in an ungrounded graph with nodes in
Freebase in addition to replacing the ungrounded edges/types with Freebase relations/-
types, an ungrounded graph becomes a Freebase graph. In other words, there exists a
Freebase graph that exactly matches an ungrounded graph. Based on this observation,
we define semantic parsing as a graph matching problem. A major advantage of this
proposal is that the structure of the ungrounded graph restricts the candidate graphs to
be considered. In methods which convert natural language to Freebase graphs directly,
the target search space is unrestricted leading to scalability issues, making them rely on
augmented supervision (Jia & Liang, 2016; Kočiský et al., 2016).
In traditional semantic parsing terms, graph matching is analogous to replacing all
symbols in an ungrounded logical form with grounded symbols. Working with graphs
allows us to make use of graph ranking algorithms with rich features (Section 2.10). Our
graph matching procedure works by transforming the ungrounded graph by replacing
entity nodes with Freebase entities, edge labels with Freebase relations, and type nodes
with entity types. Math nodes remain unchanged.
2.9 Graph Transduction Operations
A major drawback with semantic parsing as graph matching is that it assumes natural
language structures and Freebase structures are isomorphic. However natural language
allows the same meaning to be conveyed in sentences with different semantic structures.
For example, one can ask what is the language of Ghana? and the same sentence can
also be expressed as What language do the people in Ghana speak?. Although the lexi-
cal make up of these sentences is different as well as their graph structures, they express
the same meaning. Freebase expresses this fact as (m, country.official_language.arg1,
Ghana) and (m, country.official_language.arg2, English), a structure similar to the for-
mer question but different from latter. Figure 2.8 shows the ungrounded graph and
the Freebase graphs for What language do the people in Ghana speak?. Due to the
mismatch in structure, it is not possible to match the ungrounded graph with the target
graph, thereby failing to answer this question.
In order to address graph mismatches, we introduce two graph transduction opera-
tions: CONTRACT and EXPAND.
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language target people















































Figure 2.8: The CONTRACT operation applied to the ungrounded graph for the question What
language do people in Ghana speak?. After CONTRACT has been applied the resulting graphs
are isomorphic to the representation in Freebase;
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CONTRACT. The CONTRACT operation takes a pair of entity nodes connected by an
edge and merges them into a single node. For example, in Figure 2.8(a) the entity nodes
x and y are connected by an edge via event e. After applying CONTRACT, nodes x and
y are merged to a single node to become the graph in Figure 2.8(b). Observe that all
nodes that attached to y now attach to the node x after this operation. The contracted
graph is can now be matched with its Freebase subgraph in Figure 2.8(d) by mapping
language to language.human_language, ungrounded edge (people.arg0, e2, people.arg1)
to the grounded edge and discarding the type people. Though this contraction works,
this is a bad graph since the ungrounded graph indicates x is of type both language and
people.
An alternative and perhaps sensible option is to contract the edge between Ghana
and y to form the graph in Figure 2.8(c). This graph denotes people stands for the
country. This graph can be successfully matched against Figure 2.8(d). We allow either
of these contractions, and leave it to the learning algorithm to decide which option it
prefers.
In traditional semantic parsing terms, CONTRACT operation is analogous to unify-
ing one of the participant of an event with another participant in the same event and
getting rid of the event. This mainly happens when the event indicates an equality rela-
tion between the participants, e.g., copula. Although this operation looks like a collapse
operation of Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) which converts a subexpression of a logical
form to a new expression of the same semantic type, a major difference is that our
operation does not create new predicates or entities. For e.g., after CONTRACT opera-
tion the predicate people modifies entity GHANA as shown in Figure 2.8(c), whereas
Kwiatkowski et al.’s collapse would create a new entity PEOPLEINGHANA. Similarly,
in Figure 2.8(b), CONTRACT operation attaches people to individual x whereas collapse
would create a new predicate peopleSpeakLanguage modifying x. The introducion
of new predicates and entities may lead to data sparsity which is not the case with
CONTRACT.
EXPAND. Since we rely on syntax to obtain logical forms, in a few cases, parser errors
and ungrammatical sentences may lead to ungrounded graphs with disconnected com-
ponents. Consider a scenario where the ungrammatical question What to do Washington
DC December? results in lambda expression ∃ex.TARGET(x)∧do(e)∧ arg1(e,x) leav-
ing out the entities Washington DC and December. Ideally we want all entities in the
input question to be present in the ungrounded graph (for entity annotation see Sec-
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target
Wash. DC e1 y e2 December
dep.arg2 dep.arg1 dep.arg1 dep.arg2
Figure 2.9: Expanded graph for the ungrammatical sentence What to do Washington DC De-
cember?
tion 2.11). In order to build such a graph, we create artificial edges between the question
node and each entity as shown in Figure 2.9. Note that there is not much contextual
information left in the graph to help in deciding correct grounded graph. Since we
use sentential features such as unigrams and bigrams in addition to graph features, the
learning model still has the required information to select the target graph for the given
graph.
Even after these operations, there are cases where graph matching fails. Consider the
sentence Who is the grandmother of Prince William?, the ungrounded graph contains
one edge between between who and Prince William, whereas Freebase contains two
edges, one for parent of Prince William, and the other for parent of William’s parent. The
problem here is a single lexical item grandmother implicitly stands for a compositional
phrase parent of a parent. EXPAND can be devised to handle these cases, however
making so would increase the search space. We do not handle such cases in this thesis.
This operation can be viewed as a bridging operation similar to Berant et al. (2013)
(see Structural Mismatch paragraph in Section 1.2). Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) does
not have this operation, and therefore may fail when the logical form is only partially
formed without containing all the entities in the sentence.
Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) has one additional operation called split literal operation,
which splits a ternary predicate to two binary predicates. We do not require this opera-
tion since all our predicates are either binary or unary in first place. It is also not clear
how to represent ternary predicates of Kwiatkowski et al. in a graph that resembles
Freebase structure.
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∃ex.TARGET(x)∧ capital(x)∧ capital.of.arg0(e,x)∧ capital.of(e,Texas)





























[[x]] = {AUSTIN,DALLAS,HOUSTON . . . }
(d) Incorrect Grounded Graph.
Figure 2.10: Logical form and the ungrounded graph of what is the capital of Texas?,
and the grounded graphs that match the ungrounded graph.
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2.10 Learning
A given ungrounded graph may match several grounded graphs in Freebase. However,
only one of these represent the desired semantics. Figure 2.10 shows the ungrounded
graph for “what is the capital of Texas?” and its matching grounded graphs. Of these,
only the graph in Figure 2.10(c) results in the denotation {AUSTIN}, the desired answer.
During training we use answers to the questions to prune wrongly matched grounded
graphs and select plausibly correct ones by comparing the denotation of the graph with
the annotated answer. In this section, we present the algorithm for building grounded
graphs incrementally, and a model to rank them.
2.10.1 Building grounded graphs
We use a beam-search algorithm to convert ungrounded graphs to grounded ones. The
edges and types of each ungrounded graph are placed in a queue ordered according
the indices of words from which event and entities originate. At each step, we pop
an element from the queue and perform one of these operations: ground the edge to
Freebase, ignore the edge, or contract the edge. We rank the resulting grounded graphs
using a structured perceptron model, and pick the n-best ones, where n is the beam
size. The EXPAND operation is treated as a pre-processing operation on the ungrounded
graph.
2.10.2 Ranking grounded graphs
Let q be a question, u be an ungrounded graph for q, g be a grounded graph, and K
be the knowledge base. We score grounded graph g of the ungrounded graph u using
a linear model which takes the features from u and g and computes the dot product
between the model’s weight vector θ and the feature vector, weights indicating the
importance of features.
score = θ ·Φ(u,g,q,K ) ,
where Φ(u,g,q,K ) denotes the features for the pair of ungrounded and grounded
graphs. The feature function has access to the ungrounded and grounded graphs, to
the question, as well as to the content of the knowledge base and the denotation [[g]].
See Section 2.10.5 for the features employed.
We select the grounded graph with the highest score as the final model prediction.
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(û, ĝ) = argmax
(u,g)
θ ·Φ(u,g,q,K ) ,
2.10.3 Model
We estimate the weights θ using the averaged structured perceptron algorithm (Collins,
2002). As shown in Algorithm 1, the perceptron makes several passes over sentences,
and in each iteration it computes the best scoring (ĝ, û) among the candidate graphs
for a given sentence. In line 6, the algorithm updates θ with the difference (if any) be-
tween the feature representations of the best scoring graph (ĝ, û) and the gold standard
graph (g+,u+). The goal of the algorithm is to rank gold standard graphs higher than
the any other graphs. The final weight vector θ is the average of weight vectors over
T iterations and N sentences. This averaging procedure avoids overfitting and produces
more stable results (Collins, 2002).
As seen in lines 6 and 7, this algorithm requires a gold standard graph u+i ,g
+
i .
However we only have access to answers to questions. Below we describe how we
obtain a surrogate gold graph of a question.
2.10.4 Selecting Surrogate Gold Graph
Since we do not have direct access to these gold graphs, we instead rely on the set of







i ) = argmax
(ui,gi)∈OK ,ai(qi)
θ ·Φ(ui,gi,qi,K ) ,
where OK ,A(q) is defined as the set of pairs (u, g) derivable from the question q, whose
denotation [[g]] has minimal F1-loss against the gold answer ai. We find the oracle
graphs for each question a priori by performing beam-search with a beam size of 10k
and only use examples with oracle F1 > 0.0 for training.
2.10.5 Features
Our feature vector Φ(g,u,s,K B) denotes the features extracted from a question q and
its corresponding graphs u and g with respect to a knowledge base K B . The elements
of the vector (φ1, φ2, . . . ) take integer or real values denoting the number of times a
feature appeared. We devised the following broad feature classes:
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Algorithm 1: Averaged Structured Perceptron for learning to rank ungrounded
and grounded graphs of a question.
Input: Question and answer pairs: {qi,ai}Ni=1
1 θ← 0
2 for t← 1 . . .T do
3 for i← 1 . . .N do





i ) = argmax(ui,gi)∈OK ,ai (qi) θ ·Φ(ui,gi,qi,K )
6 if (u+i ,g
+
i ) 6= (ûi, ĝi) then
7 θ← θ+Φ(g+i ,u+i ,si,K B)−Φ(ĝi, ûi,si,K B)









Graph alignments Since ungrounded graphs are similar in topology to grounded
graphs, we extract ungrounded and grounded edge and type alignments. So, from graphs
in Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(b), we obtain the edge alignment φedge(directed.arg1,
directed.arg2, film.directed_by.arg2, film.directed_by.arg1) and the subedge alignments
φedge(directed.arg1, film.directed_by.arg2) and φedge(directed.arg2,film.directed_by.arg1). In
a similar fashion we extract type alignments (e.g., φtype(capital,location.city)).
Graph Contextual Features In addition to graph alignments, we also use contextual
features from the graph which record cooccurrence of event and type predicates with
grounded edge and type labels. Feature φevent records an event word and its grounded
predicates (e.g., in Figure 2.6(c) we extract features φevent(appear, performance.film)
and φevent(appear, performance.actor). Feature φarg records a predicate and its argument
words (e.g., φarg(performance.film, movie) in Figure 2.6(c)).
Transduction Features These features indicate if an edge is contracted. We use the
template (MergedSubEdge, HeadSubEdge, MergedIsEntity, HeadIsEntity) to extract
this feature. For example, in Figure 2.8(c), the edge between Ghana and y is contracted
to form Ghana, resulting in the feature (people.arg0, people.in, False, True). The EX-
PAND operation is treated as a pre-processing step and no features are used to encode
its use.
Ngram features These features represent cooccurrence of words and Freebase predi-
cates. The feature templates are (ngram, groundedRelationLeft), (ngram, groundedRela-
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tionRight), and (ngram, groundedRelationLeft, groundedRelationRight). We use both
unigrams and bigrams to extract these features. In Figure 2.10(c), unigrams are {what, is,
the capital, and of} and bigrams are {(what, is), (is, the), (the, capital), (capital, of) . . .}.
The features formed with, say bigram (capital, of), are (capital, of, location.capital.arg1),
(capital, of, location.capital.arg2), (capital, of, location.capital.arg1, location.capital.arg2).
Lexical similarity We count the number of word stems shared by grounded and un-
grounded edge labels e.g., in Figure 2.3 directed.arg1 and film.directed_by.arg2 have one
stem overlap (ignoring the argument labels arg1 and arg2). For each ungrounded edge,
we compute φstem, the aggregate stem overlap count over between the ungrounded and
its corresponding grounded edge normalized using the average number of words in the
ungrounded and grounded edge labels. We also have a feature for stem overlap count
between the grounded edge labels and the context words.
Graph connectivity features These features penalize graphs with non-standard topol-
ogy. For example, we do not want a final graph with no edges. The feature value φhasEdge
is one if there exists at least one edge in the graph. We also have a feature φnodeCount for
counting the number of connected nodes in the graph. Finally, feature φcolloc captures
the collocation of grounded edges (e.g., edges belonging to a single complex fact are
likely to co-occur; see Figure 2.7(b)).
Entity Disambiguation Score So far, we did not mention how entity disambiguation
(aka entity linking) is performed. We train an entity disambiguator to do the disam-
biguation (see below). We use the entity disambiguator score as a real valued feature.
2.11 Entity Disambiguation
The entity disambiguation pipeline is as follows: We first identify spans that can be
potential entities in the question. For each span, we retrieve the possible entities this
span may represent. Finally, we train a entity disambiguator that selects the span and
its corresponding entity.
We use eight handcrafted part-of-speech patterns to identify entity span candidates.
We use the Stanford CoreNLP caseless tagger for part-of-speech tagging (Manning
et al., 2014). For each candidate mention span, we retrieve the top 10 entities according
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to the Freebase API. We then create a lattice in which the nodes correspond to mention-
entity pairs, scored by their Freebase API scores, and the edges encode the fact that
no joint assignment of entities to mentions can contain overlapping spans. The 10-best
entity linking lattices are scored by a structured perceptron. To train the structured
perceptron, we assume in the training data, at least one gold entity is given for each
question.
Finally, we generate ungrounded graphs for the top 10 paths through the lattice as
ranked by structured perceptron, and treat the final entity disambiguation as part of the
semantic parsing problem.
2.12 Evaluation Metric
Our semantic parsing contains various steps as described in Section 2.2. One method of
evaluaton is to evaluate each step in the framework. However, we do not have access to
gold ungrounded logical forms or grounded graphs. Besides this, evaluating semantic
representation such as logical forms is known to be painful for the following reasons:
defining a schema that is both expressive and consistent is difficult; whether one should
give credit to partial as opposed to complete match is unclear; moreover logical forms
are spurious that same logical form can be represented in multiple ways (Bos, 2008a).
Instead we rely on model-theoretic evaluation where the finally predicted graph is
executed against Freebase, to retrieve its denotation. We compare this denotation with
human annotated answer. We use average F1 metric (Berant et al., 2013) to report the














CCG Syntax to Logical Form
In this chapter, we will use Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG; Steedman 1996)
as a syntactic representation for Freebase semantic parsing. Although CCG has been
used earlier for grounded semantic parsing tasks starting from Zettlemoyer & Collins
(2005), the existing literature focused on inducing task-specific CCG grammar rather
than using treebank-based grammar. The novetly of this work is in evaluating the
usefulness of treebank-based CCG grammar. Given an input sentence, we parse it
with a general-purpose CCG syntactic parser trained on CCGBank (Hockenmaier &
Steedman, 2007) to derive CCG syntactic parses, also known as CCG derivations. We
convert CCG derivations to ungrounded logical forms exploiting the transparent syntax-
semantic interface of CCG (Section 3.3). These ungrounded logical forms are converted
to ungrounded graphs which are then transformed to Freebase graphs using graph trans-
formation operations. We present results on two Freebase semantic parsing datasets:
Free917 and WebQuestions. We compare with existing methods that learn domain-
specific grammar as opposed to using general-purpose syntax for converting natural
language to Freebase logical forms.
3.1 Motivation
CCG is an attractive syntactic formalism for semantics for the following reasons: CCG
is known to handle complex syntactic phenomena such as coordination, unbounded and
long-range dependencies, and non-projective constructions within the grammar itself
without relying on additional post-processing steps (Clark et al., 2002; Steedman &
Baldridge, 2011). It is a lexicalized formalism – the syntax and semantics assigned
at the word level dictate the syntax and semantics at higher levels such as phrases
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1. Cameron directed Titanic
2. NP (S\NP )/NP NP
3. λx.Cameron(x) λfgz. ∃xy. directed(z) ∧ f(y) ∧ g(x) λx.Titanic(x)
∧ arg1(z, x) ∧ arg2(z, y)
4. >
5. S\NP
6. λgz. ∃xy. directed(z) ∧ Titanic(y) ∧ g(x)
∧ arg1(z, x) ∧ arg2(z, y)
7. <
8. S
9. λz. ∃xy. directed(z) ∧ Titanic(y) ∧ Cameron(x) ∧ arg1(z, x) ∧ arg2(z, y)
Post processing
10. λz. directed(z) ∧ arg1(z,Cameron) ∧ arg2(z,Titanic)
1Figure 3.1: CCG syntactic derivation and its logical form derivation.
and sentences. CCG syntax is transparent to semantics, i.e., it is possible to obtain the
semantic properties of a word from its syntactic properties, as well as the semantics of
larger sentential fragments from their syntactic structure (see Figure 3.1). Moreover,
there exists a wide-coverage CCG treebank for English (Hockenmaier & Steedman,
2007) which allowed to build highly accurate syntactic parsers (Clark et al., 2002; Clark
& Curran, 2007; Lewis & Steedman, 2014; Ambati et al., 2016; Vaswani et al., 2016;
Lee et al., 2016). In this thesis, semantics refer to logical forms, but CCG has also been
shown useful for distributional semantics, e.g., for building higher-order tensors which
capture relational properties of a word (Grefenstette & Sadrzadeh, 2011; Hermann &
Blunsom, 2013; Lewis & Steedman, 2013).
CCG has been widely used for semantic parsing (Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005,
2007; Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Artzi & Zettlemoyer, 2011; Matuszek et al., 2012; Kr-
ishnamurthy & Mitchell, 2012; Kwiatkowski et al., 2013; Artzi et al., 2015). However,
this literature focused on learning CCG syntactic parsers using the target task as a su-
pervision signal. These parsers do not have wide-coverage and have to be relearned for
new tasks. It is not clear if CCG parsers trained on general-purpose syntax as defined
in a treebank are useful for semantic parsing. We aim to answer this question in this
chapter.
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3.2 Combinatory Categorial Grammar
The main intuition behind CCG is that words behave like functions that take arguments
and return functions. For example, a transitive verb is a function that consumes an object
and returns a verb phrase which in turn is a function which consumes a subject to return
a sentence. Consider the CCG derivation in Figure 3.1. Level 1 contains the words in the
sentence, and level 2 contains their CCG syntactic categories. These syntactic categories
describe the syntactic properties of the words in the given sentential context. Level 3
shows the lambda calculus expressions for the words based on the syntactic categories in
level 2. These expressions capture lexical semantics in the given context. At level 4 the
syntactic category of directed combines with Titanic using the combinator functional
application (Section 3.2.3) forming the category S\NP in level 5, and simultaneously
their lambda expressions also combine to form the lambda expression at level 6. At
level 7, the syntactic category of the phrase directed Titanic combines with Cameron
using the combinator backward application forming the category S in level 8 and the
final lambda expression in level 9. This expression is further simplified to get the final
expression in level 10. We describe this derivation in more detailed below.
3.2.1 Syntactic Category
A CCG syntactic category is either of an atomic category X such as NP indicating a
noun phrase, S indicating a sentence category, or a combination of two syntactic cate-
gories which form a complex category X\Y or X/Y, where X and Y are CCG syntactic
categories, e.g., S\NP indicates a category formed using S and NP, and (S\NP)/NP
indicates a category formed using S\NP and NP. The category X\Y indicates a function
that returns X when it consumes Y from its left-hand side context (indicated by “\”),
e.g., the category S\NP consumes NP on the left-hand side and becomes a sentence.
Similarly X/Y consumes Y from the right-hand context to become X. In our exam-
ple, the syntactic categories of Cameron and Titanic are NPs indicating they are noun
phrases. The syntactic category of the verb directed is (S\NP)/NP, i.e., it is a function
looking for a noun phrase on its right-hand side (here Titanic), and once consuming this,
it returns the syntactic category S\NP (here the phrase directed Titanic). This in turn
consumes Cameron to return S, the category of the sentence Cameron directed Titanic.
One can think of syntactic categories as a compact way of describing the selectional
preferences of a word in a given context.
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3.2.2 Semantics
A word’s syntactic category also has an equivalent typed-lambda calculus expression
describing the semantic properties of the word. The syntactic category restricts the
functional type of this lambda expression. Consider NP and S. Say we define the
semantics of NP as a lambda expression of type a→ t and S of type e→ t where a, e
and t indicate individual, event and truth value types, respectively. Then any syntactic
category formed by combing S and NP can only be assigned a lambda expression
whose functional type matches the corresponding combination of a→ t and e→ t. For
example, (S\NP)/NP can only be assigned a lambda expression of type (a→ t)→
((a→ t)→ (e→ t)).
In the example, Titanic has the lambda expression λx:a.Titanic(x). This expression
indicates that it is a function which consumes an individual to become a truth value,
i.e., its functional type is (a→ t) as imposed by its syntactic category NP. Here that
individual is an entity corresponding to the movie Titanic and not to the ship.
The lambda expression for directed is λ f :(a→ t)g:(a→ t)z:e. ∃x:ay:a. directed(z)
∧ f (y) ∧ g(x) ∧ arg1(z,x) ∧ arg2(z,y) whose type (a → t) → ((a → t) → (e → t))
matches the type requirement imposed by (S\NP)/NP. For simplicity we represent
this expression as λ f gz.∃xy.directed(z)∧ f (y)∧g(x)∧arg1(z,x)∧arg2(z,y). This ex-
pression indicates that the event directed has two individuals x and y participating
in it, and the nature of x and y will be revealed by the functions g and f respec-
tively. The syntactic categories of directed and Titanic are combined using forward
application in line 4 (Figure 3.1), to result in the syntactic category S\NP for the
phrase directed Titanic. Forward application corresponds to function application in
lambda calculus. The lambda expression on the left is applied to the lambda ex-
pression on the right to result in a new lambda expression for the combined phrase.
Here, the lambda expression of directed is applied to Titanic using function appli-
cation. This is performed by replacing f with λx.Titanic(x). The resulting expres-
sion is λgz.∃xy.directed(z)∧Titanic(y)∧g(x)∧ arg1(z,x)∧ arg2(z,y). This expression
now indicates that y corresponds to the individual Titanic. Following the derivation
further would lead to the final lambda expression of the entire sentence which is
λz.∃xy.directed(z)∧Titanic(y)∧ Cameron(x)∧ arg1(z,x)∧ arg2(z,y).
In a post-processing step, we identify the predicates that represent entities, e.g.,
Titanic(x) represents the entity Titanic and simplify the expression further to λz.∃xy.
directed(z) ∧arg1(z,Cameron) ∧arg2(z,Titanic).
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3.2.3 Combinators
CCG has many combinators to combine syntactic categories that are adjacent to each
other. The goal of a CCG derivation is to find the combination of categories such that
the final expression has a single category generally an S. In Figure 3.1, we have seen
forward and backward applications in lines 4 and 7. These correspond to functional
application in semantics. Other combinators include forward and backward composi-
tions, crossed composition, type raising, and substitution. In this thesis we only use
application, composition and type raising operations.
Forward and Backward Application Forward and backward application correspond
to functional application in lambda calculus and are defined as follows:
X/Y : f Y : g ⇒> X : f (g)
Y : g X\Y : f ⇒< X : f (g)
In our example in Figure 3.1, directed and Titanic combines in forward application
(see lines 4-6), and directed Titanic and Cameron combines in backward application
(lines 7-9). Forward and backward applications are denoted by the shorthand symbol
> (line 4) and < (line 7) respectively.
Forward and Backward Composition These combinators are defined as follows:
X/Y : f Y/Z : g ⇒>B X/Z : λh. f (g(h))
Y\Z : g X\Y : f ⇒<B X\Z : λh. f (g(h))
These are especially useful when application operation has to be delayed. Consider
the sentence Adam likes and Eve slightly dislikes apples in Figure 3.2. Though the
object of dislikes is apples, we do not want dislikes to combine with apples yet because
Adam likes and Eve slightly dislikes are in conjunction and they should combine first
before combining with apples. We want to delay this operation. In order to achieve this,
let us first try to combine slightly and dislikes. Functional application does not permit
to combine these. Instead we can use forward composition as shown in lines 4-6. Note
that after this operation, the resulting category (S\NP)/NP of slightly dislikes is still











1. Adam likes and Eve slightly dislikes apples
2. NP (S\NP )/NP ((S/NP )\(S/NP ))/(S/NP ) NP (S\NP )/(S\NP ) (S\NP )/NP NP
3. λx.Adam(x) λfge. ∃xy. likes(e) ∧ f(y) ∧ g(x) λfghe.∃e′e′′.f(h, e′) λx.Eve(x) λfge.f(g, e) λfge. ∃xy. likes(e) ∧ f(y) ∧ g(x) λx.apples(x)
∧ arg1(e, x) ∧ arg2(e, y) ∧ g(h, e′′) ∧ coord(e, e′, e′′) ∧ slightly(e) ∧ arg1(e, x) ∧ arg2(e, y)
4. >B
5. (S\NP )/NP
6. λfge. ∃xy. dislikes(e) ∧ slightly(e) ∧ f(y) ∧ g(x)
∧arg1(e, x) ∧ arg2(e, y)
7. >T >T




12. λfe. ∃xy. likes(e) ∧ f(y) ∧ Adam(x) ∧ arg1(e, x) ∧ arg2(e, y) λfe. ∃xy. dislikes(e) ∧ f(y) ∧ Eve(x) ∧ arg1(e, x) ∧ arg2(e, y)
13. >
14. (S/NP )\(S/NP )
15. λghe. ∃e′e′′xy. dislikes(e′) ∧ slightly(e′) ∧ h(y) ∧ Eve(x) ∧ arg1(e′, x) ∧ arg2(e′, y) ∧ g(h, e′′) ∧ coord(e, e′, e′′)
16. <
17. S/NP
18. λhe. ∃e′e′′xy. likes(e′′) ∧ Adam(x) ∧ arg1(e′′, x) ∧ arg2(e′′, y) ∧ dislikes(e′) ∧ slightly(e′) ∧ h(y) ∧ Eve(x) ∧ arg1(e′, x) ∧ arg2(e′, y) ∧ g(h, e′′) ∧ coord(e, e′, e′′)
19. >
20. S
21. λe. ∃e′e′′xy. likes(e′′) ∧ Adam(x) ∧ arg1(e′′, x) ∧ arg2(e′′, y) ∧ dislikes(e′) ∧ slightly(e′) ∧ Eve(x) ∧ apples(y) ∧ arg1(e′, x) ∧ arg2(e′, y) ∧ coord(e, e′, e′′)
1Figure 3.2: CCG syntactic and logical form derivation for the sentence Adam likes and Eve slightly dislikes apples.
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Forward and Backward Cross compositions: Similar to forward and backward
composition, crossed composition is defined as follows:
X/Y : f Y\Z : g ⇒>Bx X\Z : λh. f (g(h))
Y/Z : g X\Y : f ⇒<Bx X/Y : λh. f (g(h))
Crossed composition is generally used when the functional application of a category
has to be delayed due to the absence of a core argument adjacent to the category.
For example, consider the sentence “I bought today some chocolates”, the category
(S\NP)/NP of bought is looking the for category NP, here some chocolates, on its
immediate left-hand side, however the adverb today (S\NP)\(S\NP) blocks its access.
In this case, today and bought combine using backward crossed composition to result
in (S\NP)/NP and then combines with some chocolates.
Type raising This combinator is defined as follows:
X : f ⇒>T T/(T\X) : λh.h( f )
X : f ⇒<T T\(T/X) : λh.h( f )
This operation often helps in delaying functional application, and is generally used
when the main category has to be consumed by its core argument. In Figure 3.2, likes
should have combined with Adam after acquiring its object. However due to the pres-
ence of conjunction, this has to be delayed, and Adam and likes should combine first. But
these cannot be combined with any of the combinators proposed above. This is when
type-raising is needed. Here Adam is type-raised to a higher-order category S/(S\NP)
(lines 7-9) which can now combine with likes using forward composition (lines 10-12).











Lemma POS Semantic Class Lambda Expression
* VB*, IN, TO, POS EVENT directed ` (Se\NPx < 1>)/NPy < 2>
: λ f ge.∃xy. directed(e)∧g(x)∧ f (y)∧ arg1(e,x)∧ arg2(e,y)
* NN, NNS TYPE movie ` NP : λx.movie(x)
* NNP*, PRP* ENTITY Obama ` NP : λx.Obama(x)
* RB* EVENTMOD annually ` Se\Se :λ f e.annually(e)∧ f (e)
* JJ* TYPEMOD state ` NPx/NPx : λ f x.state(x)∧ f (x)
be * COPULA be ` (Sx\NPx)/NPx: λ f gx. f (x)∧g(x)
* CD COUNT twenty ` Nx/Nx : λ f x.COUNT(x,20)∧ f (x)
twenty ` Nx/Nx : λ f x.equal(x,20)∧ f (x)
* CC COORD and ` (NPx\NPx′)/NPx′′
: λ f gx.∃x′x′′. f (x′′)∧g(x′)∧ coord(x,x′,x′′)
* WDT, WP*, QUESTION what ` S[wq]e/(S[dcl]e\NPx)
WRB : λ f e.∃x.TARGET(x)∧ f (λx′.equal(x,x′),e)
* WDT, WP*, CLOSED which ` (NPx\NPx)/(S[dcl]e\NPx)
WRB : λ f gx.∃e. f (λx′.equal(x,x′),e)∧g(x)∧ EMPTY(x)
Table 3.1: Rules to classify words into semantic classes. * represents a wild card expression which matches anything. Lambda expressions for











Word Coindexed Category Semantic Class Example Lambda Expression
Adam NPx ENTITY λx.Adam(x)
likes (Se\NPx < 1>)/NPy < 2> EVENT λ f ge. ∃xy. likes(e)∧ f (y)∧g(x)∧ arg1(e,x)∧ arg2(e,y)
and ((Se/NPx)\(Se′/NPx))/(Se′′/NPx) COORD λ f ghe.∃xe′e′′. f (λx′.equal(x,x′),e′)∧ g(λx′.equal(x,x′),e′′)∧ coord(e,e′,e′′)
Eve NPx ENTITY λx.Eve(x)
slightly (Se\NPx)/(Se\NPx) EVENTMOD λ f ge.∃x. f (λx′.equal(x,x′),e)∧ slightly(e)
dislikes (Se\NPx < 1>)/NPy < 2> EVENT λ f ge. ∃xy. dislikes(e)∧ f (y)∧g(x)∧ arg1(e,x)∧ arg2(e,y)
apples NPx TYPE λx.apples(x)
Table 3.2: Coindexed categories, semantic classes, and lambda expressions of the words in Figure 3.2.
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3.3 CCG to Logical Form
CCG syntactic parsers only provide the syntactic categories and the combinators used
to combine them. But to derive the semantics of syntactic derivations, we need the logi-
cal forms corresponding to the syntactic categories. These are generally hand-written.
However, this is a tedious task especially when using wide-coverage CCG syntactic
categories (CCGBank has 1,286 syntactic categories in the training section of and the
testing section has a few more unseen categories). In this section, we will discuss how
to generate a lambda expression from syntactic categories without hand-coding all pos-
sible CCG categories. We do so by exploiting coindexed CCG categories. Coindexed
categories are fine-grained versions of vanilla CCG categories with additional informa-
tion such as relationship between atomic categories in the vanilla category. These are
the result of creating CCGBank from Penn Treebank and are absolutely essential in
order to handle long-distance dependencies (see Hockenmaier & Steedman 2007), an
unavoidable side-product but a welcoming resource for semantics. Depending on the
semantic class of a word, a coindexed category can be converted to a lambda expression
automatically. We use a handful of rules to divide words into semantic classes. Based
on the word’s semantic class, we generate its lambda expression from the coindexed
syntactic category. Table 3.1 shows the rules for classifying words into semantic classes
and the lambda expressions for coindexed categories. Although there is a consensus
among CCG community that coindexed categories can be used for generating lambda
calculus expressions, there is hardly any published work or documentation on how to
do this.1 We hope this section demystifies some of the intricacies.
3.3.1 Coindexed CCG Categories
A coindexed CCG category is a vanilla CCG category enhanced with indices on the
atomic categories in order to indicate their binding. Consider the vanilla category
((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP. It is not clear whether the three NPs here refer to the same
word or different words. However its coindexed category ((Se\NPx)\(Se\NPx))/NPy
reveals that there are only two different NPs, x and y, and two of them refer to the
same NP via the binding x. In addition to atomic categories, complex categories could
1Around the same time when this work took place, in a personal conversation with Lewis & Steedman
(2013), I came to know they too used coindexed categories for lambda expression generation, but these
details are absent in their paper, and unfortunately their code is also not public. A downside of Lewis &
Steedman (2013) is that they use Skolem terms in their logical expressions which are unnecessary for
most tasks.
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also contain indices. The complete coindexed category of ((S\NP)\(S\NP))/NP is
(((Se\NPx)e\(Se\NPx)e)e/NPy)z. The index of a complex category indicates the own-
ership/origin of the category. Usually the terminal index of a category represents the
current word, e.g., here z represents the current word. Similarly e in (S\NP)e indicates
this category is not owned by the current word but by some other word in the con-
text. For simplicity, we only show the indices of atomic categories unless other indices
are necessary, e.g., the category (((Se\NPx)e\(Se\NPx)e)e/NPy)z can be simplified as
((Se\NPx)\(Se\NPx))/NPy.
In addition to the indices, a coindexed category may also describe the predicate
argument structure. Consider the category ((Se\NPx < 1>)/NPy < 2>)e of the word
directed. Here the numbers in brackets indicate the predicate argument structure be-
tween the word corresponding to the deepest atomic category (here Se) and the words
represented by other atomic categories (here NPx and NPy). Since the outer variable of
the category is also e, here e refers to the word directed. This word has two arguments:
argument 1 an NP in the left context indicated by x and argument 2 is another NP in
the right context indicated by y.2 We assume these argument numbers indicate mean-
ingful argument structure if they represent words which evoke events (class EVENT in
Table 3.1).
3.3.2 From Coindexed CCG Categories to Lambda Expressions
Our lambda expressions have four parts: variables, unification expressions, predicates,
and arguments. Table 3.2 shows the coindexed categories and lambda expressions of
our example sentence in Figure 3.2. Only words that evoke events have arguments.
Let us first consider closed class words as defined in the Table 3.1. An atomic closed
class category such as Ax will have the semantics λx.EMPTY(x), where the predicate
EMPTY is a vacuous predicate, i.e., these words do not produce meaningful predicates.
A complex category such as Ax\By or Ax/By consumes B and returns A. In lambda
expression this can be defined as λ f x.EMPTY(x)∧ f (y), where variable f stands for
By, and once f is consumed, the return expression is λx.EMPTY(x) . . . same as the
lambda expression for Ax except with an additional expression f (y) in it. We call this
a unification expression since the role of this expression is to glue information from
2This convention is slightly different from CCGBank which treats numbers in the brackets as the
arguments of the current word rather than the deepest atomic category. Due to this, we had to modify a few
coindexed CCG categories to obtain the desired semantics. All coindexed CCG categories are accessible
at https://github.com/sivareddyg/graph-parser/blob/master/lib_data/candc_markedup.modified
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neighboring context. The unification expression f (y) stands for By and helps in getting
access to the information in the actual expression of B via variable y. Let Ax|By denote
either Ax\By or Ax/By. Using an inductive approach, (Ax|By)|Cz can be now be defined
as λg f x.∃yz.EMPTY(x)∧ f (y)∧g(z), where g(z) stands for Cz.
Now consider Ax|(By|Cz). This function takes a complex category By|Cz as argu-
ment and returns Ax. In lambda expression this can be written as λ f x.∃yz.EMPTY(x)∧
f (λz′.equal(z,z′),y). Here f stands for the function representing By|Cz. The unifi-
cation expression f (λz′.equal(z,z′),y) indicates f consumes Cz (i.e., another func-
tion λz′.equal(z,z′)) and becomes By. Similarly Ax|(By|(Cz|Dw)) can be defined as
λ f x.∃yzw. EMPTY(x)∧ f (λgz′.g(w)∧equal(z′,z),y) where unification expression f (. . .)
indicates the structure of By|(Cz|Dw) and λgz′.g(w)∧ equal(z,z′) indicates the struc-
ture of Cz|Dw. Following an inductive approach, a lambda expression can be recur-
sively defined for any CCG category, e.g., a relative pronoun with syntactic category
(NPx\NPx)/(Se\NPx) will have the expression λ f gx.∃e.EMPTY(x)∧ f (λx′.equal(x,x′),e)∧
g(x), here f indicating the expression for Se\NPx and g for NPx.
For non-closed class words, instead of using the vacuous predicate EMPTY, we use
the word to indicate the predicate. Consider movie with syntactic category NPx. Its
lambda expression is λx.movie(x) instead of the closed word expression λx.EMPTY(x).
Similarly adjectives and noun modifiers such as the word movie with Nx/Nx (e.g., in
the phrase the movie Titanic) will have λ f x.movie(x)∧ f (x).
In the case of event words, such as word directed, we also introduce predicates
indicating the arguments. From its syntactic category (Se\NPx < 1>)/NPy < 2>,
we derive its lambda expression as λ f ge.∃xy.directed(e)∧ f (y)∧ g(x)∧ arg1(e,x)∧
arg2(e,y), where arg1(e,x) and arg2(e,y) indicate the argument structure.
For a few semantic classes, we create special predicates in their lambda expression
such as predicate TARGET and COUNT, specific to our application task the Freebase
semantic parsing. For example, the CCG category S[wq]e\(S[dcl]e\NPx) will have an
additional predicate TARGET(x) in its lambda expression to indicate that this is a ques-
tion, and the answer to this question is the denotation of x. The predicate COUNT
indicates this sentence contains an aggregation operation.
3.3.3 CCG Derivation to Logical form
As shown in Figure 3.2, after obtaining the lambda expressions at the word level, it
is straightforward to combine these expressions to obtain the final logical form using
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CCG combinators. Each combinator corresponds to an operation on the logical forms
as defined in Section 3.2.3.
In addition to using combinators, CCGBank also uses type-changing rules. These
type-changing rules do not have a transparent semantic interpretation like the combi-
nators. Consider the sentence, The company Google acquired is DeepMind, here the
phrase “The company” has to combine with “Google acquired” to form the noun
phrase “The company Google acquired”. The syntactic categories for these are NP and
(S/NP) respectively and the resulting category is NP. However, none of the combina-
tors would combine NP and (S/NP) to give NP. To address this problem, CCG uses a
type changing rule to convert S/NP to NP\NP and then perform composition. But it is
unclear what this transformation means in terms of lambda expression operation. We
hand-code these cases indicating the transformation required.3 In this particular case,
the transformation rule would be λ f gx.∃e. f (λx′.equal(x,x′),e)∧g(x) which consumes
S/NP’s lambda expression and returns NP\NP’s lambda expression.
Our code for converting CCG derivations to logical forms can be downloaded from
https://github.com/sivareddyg/graph-parser.
3.4 Experimental Setup
We next verify empirically that logical forms derived from a general-purpose CCG
syntactic parser using the above method are useful for semantic parsing. We use the
graph matching framework proposed in Chapter 2 for converting CCG logical forms to
Freebase queries. Below, we give details on the evaluation datasets, baselines used for
comparison with our model, and the implementation details.
3.4.1 Datasets
We evaluate our approach on the Free917 (Cai & Yates, 2013) and WebQuestions
(Berant et al., 2013) datasets. Free917 consists of 917 questions provided by two na-
tive English speakers, one high school student and one CS undergraduate. They were
asked to generate questions which can be answered by Freebase. These questions were
domain-specific, and consists of 23 domains. The logical forms were later annotated
by Cai & Yates. We collect the answer of each question by executing its query on Free-
base. We only use these answers as supervision and ignore the annotated queries for all
3There are 35 hand-coded cases.
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subsequent experiments. We chose this setting because existing literature hints that it
is feasible to collect answers to questions for most domains rather than logical forms
(Clarke et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2011; Berant et al., 2013), and so this realistic setting.
WebQuestions consists of 5810 real search engine queries starting with question
words collected using Google Suggest API. Later a mechanical turk task requested that
workers answer the question using only the Freebase page of the question entity, or
otherwise mark it as unanswerable. Since Free917 questions are carefully annotated, we
observe Free917 to be more grammatical than WebQuestions. Another main difference
is that entities are already tagged in Free917 whereas for WebQuestions, we use the
entity annotator described in Section 2.11.
The standard train/test splits were used for both datasets, with Free917 containing
641 train and 276 test questions and WebQuestions containing 3778 train and 2032
test questions. We tuned our model on held-out data consisting of 30% of the training
questions, and used the complete training data for final testing.
3.4.2 Comparison Systems
Our goal is to evaluate the usefulness of general-purpose CCG syntactic representa-
tions for semantic parsing. To answer this, we compare our method with three related
baselines: the first one induces a domain-specific CCG grammar and parser, the second
one uses a hand-coded CCG grammar but learns the parser from the domain, the third
one treats syntax as latent.
UBL Cai & Yates (2013) induce a CCG grammar from questions paired with logi-
cal forms using unification based learning (UBL; Kwiatkowksi et al. 2010), a method
which works by splitting an input logical form to multiple lambda expressions which
when composed together gives the original logical form. The constraints of this split-
ting are: 1) each subpart of the sentence should receive one lambda expression and a
corresponding CCG category; and 2) a CCG derivation should exist such that it leads
to the original logical form upon composing the lambda expressions according to CCG
combinators. The constraints imposed by the CCG grammar render this search proce-
dure tractable. A linear model learns to score the derivations that lead to the correct
logical form higher than other candidates.
KCAZ13 Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) (henceforth KCAZ13) learn a semantic parser
from question-answer pairs using a two-stage procedure: first, a natural language sen-
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tence is converted to a domain-independent semantic parse using a small set of hand-
coded CCG categories. Next this logical form is grounded onto Freebase using a set of
logical-type equivalent operators. The operators explore possible ways sentence mean-
ing could be expressed in Freebase and essentially transform logical form to match
the target ontology which is Freebase in their case. Only the CCG parses that lead
to correct matching are treated as correct and a linear model is trained on them. In
Section 2.9 we discussed the similarities between graph transformations and logical
form transformations, e.g., graph transformation CONTRACT is equivalent to collapse
operation in logical forms.
SEMPRE The final comparison system is the semantic parser of Berant et al. (2013)
(henceforth SEMPRE) which also uses question answer pairs for training. Unlike the
above methods, this system learns a lexicon which maps words to lambda expressions
which when composed leads to the final logical form directly without any intermediate
representation. An additional operation called bridging is used when two contiguous
logical forms cannot be combined. This approach uses chart-based parsing with a
beam to find the derivations that could lead to the final logical form. A linear model is
learned such that the derivations that lead to correct logical form are ranked higher than
derivations that lead to incorrect logical forms.
A variety of approaches followed up on these basic models. We discuss these in the
next chapter. In the current chapter, we solely focus on these three systems since they
use similar resources and linear models like ours.
3.4.3 GRAPHPARSER
In order to evaluate the efficiency of general-purpose CCG syntax for semantic parsing,
we use the semantic parsing framework introduced in Chapter 2. We call our semantic
parser GRAPHPARSER since we convert NL to Freebase graphs rather than converting
to Freebase logical forms directly. This conversion pipeline is shown in Figure 2.2: first
an input question is parsed to a CCG syntactic derivation using a syntactic parser, and
we obtain an ungrounded logical form from the derivation. This ungrounded logical
form is converted to an ungrounded semantic graph which in turn is transformed to a
Freebase graph.
Note that GRAPHPARSER can be used with or without the graph transduction oper-
ations, CONTRACT and EXPAND, proposed in Section 2.8. We explore combinations of
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transduction operations on the development split to select the best one. These combi-
nations include 1) using neither CONTRACT nor EXPAND; 2) using only EXPAND; 3)
using only CONTRACT, and 4) using both of them. In all these cases, we use ungrounded
graphs built from CCG logical forms.
3.4.4 Implementation Details
We used the EasyCCG syntactic parser (Lewis & Steedman, 2014) to obtain CCG syn-
tactic derivations. We set the beam size to 100 (Section 2.10.1) during training and
testing. We used the features introduced in Section 2.10.5. We performed the entity
disambiguation for WebQuestions using Freebase API as mentioned in Section 2.11
and for Free917 we used the gold standard entity annotations that are already pro-
vided with the dataset. We obtain the oracle graphs using a beam size of 10,000 (see
Section 2.10.4). Our training model has one hyperparameter: determining the number
of iterations GRAPHPARSER should train for. We determined this by training on the
training data and testing on the development set. The hyperparameter was set to the
iteration number after which performance on development data saturated/deteriorated.
Once this hyperparameter was determined, we trained on training and development data
combined, for the pre-determined number of iterations, to build the final models.
3.5 Results
Our evaluation metric on WebQuestions is the average F1 metric introduced in Sec-
tion 2.12. For Free917, following previous work (Cai & Yates, 2013; Kwiatkowski
et al., 2013; Berant et al., 2013), we use exact match accuracy, i.e., we treat our predic-
tion as correct only if the predicated answer exactly matches the gold answer.
First let us study the structural properties of CCG graphs w.r.t. Freebase graphs. One
may argue Freebase graphs have nothing to do with natural language structures, i.e., the
target Freebase graphs cannot be obtained from CCG graphs using graph matching or
transduction. To answer this, we present oracle scores with and without graph transduc-
tion operations. The oracle score indicates for a given CCG graph, if a Freebase graph
can be found which results in the answer. This score is computed by randomly select-
ing an oracle graph for each question and comparing its denotation with the annotated
answer, and taking an average over all questions (note that any graph in the set of oracle
graphs of a question would have the same F1. For more details see Section 2.10.4). Ta-
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CONTRACT EXPAND Free917 WebQuestions
Accuracy avg. F1
7 7 91.2 65.1
7 X 93.3 70.3
X 7 92.2 67.6
X X 95.3 72.9
Table 3.3: Oracle results on the development splits using GRAPHPARSER with CCG
ungrounded representation computed using oracle graphs. CONTRACT and EXPAND
indicate the graph transduction operations introduced in Section 2.9.
ble 3.3 presents these scores. The first observation is that scores on Free917 are much
higher than on WebQuestions. This is due to the noisy nature of WebQuestions. Recall
that WebQuestions is created by asking humans to write answers to the question instead
of asking them to annotate queries. Annotators often provided partial answers only, e.g.,
for the question what are the major cities in France, they provided Paris as an answer
although there are many other major cities in France. In addition, some questions were
annotated with incorrect answers, e.g., what does Canada grow for food? was answered
with beers produced by Canada. Due to noise, the oracle graph may not exactly match
the annotated answer.
The first row in Table 3.3 suggests that a large percentage of questions have isomor-
phic Freebase and CCG graph structures. This is interesting given that Freebase was
created in a crowd-sourced fashion without showing annotators any natural language
structures. The language structure must have influenced the annotators consciously or
unconsciously. We also see that graph transduction operations give a boost in the oracle
scores, indicating it is not always the case that Freebase structures are isomorphic to
natural language structures (see Figure 2.8).
Table 3.4 presents end-to-end results on the development data. Although the oracle
scores are high, we see that performance drops by at least 20% indicating that semantic
parsing on Freebase is a hard learning task. From rows 2 and 3, we see that CONTRACT
is more useful than EXPAND on Free917. Contrary to this, EXPAND seems to be more
useful than CONTRACT for WebQuestions. Recall that CONTRACT is created to handle
mismatches with NL structures, whereas EXPAND is created to handle parsing errors
(Section 2.9). These results suggest that the CCG parser has more difficulty parsing
WebQuestions than Free917, reiterating that WebQuestions is less grammatical than
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CONTRACT EXPAND Free917 WebQuestions
Accuracy avg. F1
7 7 68.3 44.7
7 X 69.4 47.3
X 7 70.4 46.5
X X 71.0 48.9
Table 3.4: Prediction results on the development splits using GRAPHPARSER with CCG
ungrounded representation. CONTRACT and EXPAND indicate the graph transduction
operations introduced in Section 2.9.
Free917 WebQuestions
Method Accuracy Average F1
UBL (Cai & Yates, 2013) 59.0 –
KCAZ13 (Kwiatkowski et al., 2013) 68.0 –
SEMPRE (Berant et al., 2013) 62.0 35.7
This Work
GRAPHPARSER 73.3 48.6
Table 3.5: Prediction results on the test splits. Here, GRAPHPARSER with CCG uses both
CONTRACT and EXPAND operations.
Free917.
Table 3.5 compares GRAPHPARSER against related models on the test data. As
can be seen, we outperform all comparison models by a large margin. Many factors
are responsible for this. It would be unfair to say that all of this is due to CCG since
GRAPHPARSER has been engineered over the years. These baselines approximately
use the same resources – we differ in using a CCG parser which has been trained on a
treebank. A few observations can be made from the results. UBL is known to work very
well for small domains (Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010). However for Freebase, it does not
seem to scale well and performs worse than SEMPRE which converts natural language
to target language directly without using explicit syntax. A better option than UBL
and SEMPRE is KCAZ13, which uses explicit syntax but with some knowledge on the
possible syntactic categories. GRAPHPARSER can be thought of as an extreme version
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of KCAZ13 where syntactic knowledge is learned in a supervised fashion, i.e., from
a treebank. These results show that the use of treebank trained CCG parser is indeed
useful for semantic parsing.
Error analysis on WebQuestions shows that 80% of the errors are due to two rea-
sons: 1) lack of a strong supervised signal for pushing the best prediction from the
beam to the top. This could happen for various reasons such as wrong CCG parses
and as a result incorrect features that mistakenly rank incorrect Freebase graph on to
top, or lack of supervised data, or unseen relations during test time; and 2) partially
predicted answers due to missing additional constraints, e.g., for what is the name of
Justin Bieber’s brother?, our model correctly predicts the siblings of Justin Bieber
however it fails to produce an additional constraint that these siblings should be males.
Around 10% of the cases are due to entity annotation errors. And the rest are due to
wrong annotations in WebQuestions or the ambiguous nature of certain questions, e.g.,
where did X come from, some questions are answered with nationality and some with
cities where X was born. In Free917, an example for ambiguous case is How many
stores are in Nittany mall?. While our model predicts the answer 65 using the relation
shopping_center.number_of_stores, the gold standard provides the answer 25 obtained by
counting all the individual stores in the mall.
3.6 Related Work
Bos et al. (2004) were the first to practically show that logical forms can be obtained
from wide-coverage CCG syntactic parsers. The main idea was to hand-code logical
forms associated with each syntactic category and use CCG combinators and derivation
to obtain the logical forms. More recent work also followed up on this trend (Lewis
& Steedman, 2013; Vo et al., 2015; Abzianidze, 2015; Martínez-Gómez et al., 2016).
Unlike these approaches, we automate the logical form generation from syntactic cate-
gories making our method more robust to new unseen categories. We only hand-code
categories when absolutely necessary such as in type-changing rules which are not
transparent to semantics. We do not handle quantifiers such as every, all, but these can
be handwritten since they are closed class words and only a handful.
Zettlemoyer & Collins (2005, 2007) were the first to use CCG syntax for grounded
semantic parsing. They use a limited set of hand-coded CCG categories and learned a
CCG parser that can simultaneously parse an input question to both syntactic derivation
and grounded logical forms. This setting is yet to be tested on large open-domains
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like Freebase. These methods may not be practical to handle all variations of language,
and like UBL may not scale well to large domains. In our approach we use a general
purpose CCG syntactic parser that is agnostic to the target task. Similar to ours, Artzi
et al. (2015) also showed that general-purpose CCG syntax is useful to build seman-
tic parsers for other semantic representations such as abstract meaning representation
(AMR; Banarescu et al. 2013).
Reddy et al. (2014) showed that logical forms from general purpose CCG syntax are
useful to learn a distantly-supervised semantic parser for Freebase. The core idea is to
parse declarative sentences to ungrounded graphs using CCG, and exploit the structural
similarity between the ungrounded graphs and Freebase to learn the association of
natural language predicates and Freebase predicates. Similar ideas are explored in
Krishnamurthy & Mitchell (2012, 2015) and Gardner & Krishnamurthy (2017).
3.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we described the CCG formalism: syntactic categories, semantics and
combinators. We also described the not-so well-known but very useful coindexed syn-
tactic categories. We discussed the parallels between coindexed categories and logical
forms, and logical form generation from the coindexed categories.
The emphasis in this chapter was on evaluating if CCG syntactic derivations from
a general-purpose syntactic parser help Freebase semantic parsing. We showed this by
using the logical forms generated from CCG syntax to do Freebase semantic parsing
using the framework presented in Chapter 2. We observed that Freebase graphs are
similar in structure to CCG graphs. In comparison with induced CCG parsing methods
and latent syntactic models for semantic parsing, we found our method to be more
effective on Free917 and WebQuestions.
Chapter 4
Dependency Syntax to Logical Form
In this chapter, we will use dependency syntax for Freebase semantic parsing. Unlike
CCG, dependency structures do not have syntactic types associated with the nodes in the
structure or a type theory, making it challenging to derive logical forms from them. We
propose a method, called DEPLAMBDA, that can produce logical forms from dependen-
cies. We evaluate if these logical forms are useful for Freebase semantic parsing using
the framework in Chapter 2, comparing these with CCG logical forms. Experiments
on Free917 and WebQuestions datasets show that our representation is superior to the
original dependency trees and, puzzlingly, outperforms CCG-based representation. We
obtain the state-of-the-art results on Free917 and competitive results on WebQuestions.
4.1 Motivation
In recent years, there have been significant advances in developing fast and accurate
dependency parsers for many languages (McDonald et al., 2005; Nivre et al., 2007;
Martins et al., 2013; Chen & Manning, 2014; Dyer et al., 2015; Kiperwasser & Gold-
berg, 2016; Andor et al., 2016). Moreover dependencies are easy to annotate compared
to CCG, e.g., the Stanford dependency treebank (de Marneffe et al., 2006) has around
50 dependency labels compared to >1000 syntactic categories of CCGBank. Further-
more, dependency treebanks are widely-available for many languages as opposed to any
other syntactic formalism, making it a popular choice for syntactic analysis. Motivated
by the desire to carry these advantages over to semantic parsing tasks, we present a
robust method for mapping dependency trees to logical forms that represent underlying
predicate-argument structures. By “robust”, we refer to the ability to gracefully handle
parse errors as well as the untyped nature of dependency syntax.
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(a) The dependency tree for Disney acquired Pixar.
(nsubj (dobj acquired Pixar) Disney)
(b) The s-expression for the dependency tree.
λx.∃yz. acquired(xe)∧Disney(ya)∧Pixar(za)
∧arg1(xe,ya)∧ arg2(xe,za)
(c) The composed lambda-calculus expression.
Figure 4.1: The dependency tree is binarized into its s-expression, which is then composed into
the lambda expression representing the sentence logical form.
In this chapter, our language of interest is English, our dependency representation
is Stanford dependencies, and our goal is to convert dependencies to logical forms that
are useful for Freebase semantic parsing. Since our approach uses dependency trees as
input, we hypothesize that it will generalize better to domains that are well covered by
dependency parsers than methods that induce semantic grammars from scratch. Another
question of interest is whether this representation is better than directly transducing the
syntactic structure to logical form. We also compare with CCG logical forms.
The system that maps a dependency tree to its logical form using lambda calculus
(henceforth DEPLAMBDA) is illustrated in Figure 4.1. First, the dependency tree is bina-
rized via an obliqueness hierarchy to give an s-expression that describes the application
of functions to pairs of arguments. Each node in this s-expression is then substituted
for a lambda-calculus expression and the relabeled s-expression is beta-reduced to give
the logical form in Figure 4.1(c). Since dependency syntax does not have an associated
type theory, we introduce a type system that assigns a single type to all constituents,
thus avoiding the need for type checking (Section 4.2). DEPLAMBDA uses this system
to generate robust logical forms, even when the dependency structure does not mirror
predicate-argument relationships in constructions such as conjunctions, prepositional
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phrases, relative clauses, and wh-questions (Section 4.3).
These ungrounded logical forms are used for question answering against Freebase,
by passing them as input to GRAPHPARSER (the framework proposed in Chapter 3), to
map logical predicates to Freebase, resulting in grounded Freebase queries. We show
that our approach achieves state-of-the-art performance on the Free917 dataset and
competitive performance on the WebQuestions dataset, whereas building the Freebase
queries directly from dependency trees gives significantly lower performance. We also
show that our approach outperforms the CCG-based representation presented in the
previous chapter.
4.2 Type System and Constraints
We use a version of the lambda calculus with three base types: individuals (Ind), events
(Event), and truth values (Bool). Roughly speaking individuals are introduced by
nouns, events are introduced by verbs, and whole sentences are functions onto truth
values. For types A and B, we use A×B to denote the product type, while A→ B
denotes the type of functions mapping elements of A to elements of B. We will make
extensive use of variables of type Ind×Event. For any variable x of type Ind×Event,
we use x = (xa,xe) to denote the pair of variables xa (of type Ind) and xe (of type
Event). Here, the subscript denotes the projections ·a : Ind×Event→ Ind and ·e :
Ind×Event→ Event.
An important constraint on the lambda calculus system is as follows: All natural
language constituents have a lambda-calculus expression of type Ind×Event→Bool.
A “constituent” in this definition is either a single word, or an s-expression. S-
expressions are defined formally in the next section; examples are (dobj acquired Pixar)
and (nsubj (dobj acquired Pixar) Disney). Essentially, s-expressions are binarized de-
pendency trees, which include an ordering over the different dependencies to a head (in
the above the dobj modifier is combined before the nsubj modifier).





An example for a full sentence is as follows:
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Disney acquired Pixar ⇒
λx.∃yz.acquired(xe)∧Disney(ya)
∧Pixar(za)∧ arg1(xe,ya)∧ arg2(xe,za)
This is a neo-Davidsonian style of analysis. Verbs such as acquired make use
of event variables such as xe, whereas nouns such as Disney make use of individual
variables such as ya.
The restriction that all expressions are of type Ind×Event→ Bool simplifies the
type system considerably. While it leads to difficulty with some linguistic constructions—
see Section 4.3.3 for some examples—we believe the simplicity and robustness of the
resulting system outweighs these concerns. It also leads to some spurious variables
that are bound by lambdas or existentials, but which do not appear as arguments of any
predicate: for example in the above analysis for Disney acquired Pixar, the variables
xa, ye and ze are unused. However these “spurious” variables are easily identified and
discarded.
An important motivation for having variables of type Ind×Event is that a single
lexical item sometimes makes use of both types of variables. For example, the noun
phrase president in 2009 has semantics
λx.∃y.president(xa)∧president_event(xe)∧
arg1(xe,xa)∧2009(ya)∧prep.in(xe,ya)
In this example president introduces the predicates president, corresponding to an
individual, and president_event, corresponding to an event; essentially a presidency
event that may have various properties. This follows the structure of Freebase closely:
Freebase contains an individual corresponding to Barack Obama, with a president prop-
erty, as well as an event corresponding to the Obama presidency, with various properties
such as a start and end date, a location, and so on. The entry for president is then
λx.president(xa)∧president_event(xe) ∧ arg1(xe,xa)
Note that proper nouns do not introduce an event predicate, as can be seen from the
entries for Disney and Pixar above.
4.3 DepLambda
We now describe the system used to map dependency structures to logical forms. We
first give an overview of the approach, then go into detail about various linguistic
constructions.
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4.3.1 Overview of the Approach
The transformation of a dependency tree to its logical form is accomplished through
a series of three steps: binarization, substitution, and composition. Below, we outline
these steps, with some additional remarks.
Binarization A dependency tree is mapped to an s-expression (borrowing terminol-
ogy from Lisp). For example, Disney acquired Pixar has the s-expression
(nsubj (dobj acquired Pixar) Disney)
Formally, an s-expression has the form (exp1 exp2 exp3), where exp1 is a dependency
label, and both exp2 and exp3 are either (1) a word such as acquired ; or (2) an s-
expression such as (dobj acquired Pixar).
We refer to the process of mapping a dependency tree to an s-expression as binariza-
tion, as it involves an ordering of modifiers to a particular head, similar to binarization
of a context-free parse tree.
Substitution Each symbol (word or label) in the s-expression is assigned a lambda




nsubj ⇒ λ f gz.∃x. f (z)∧g(x)∧ arg1(ze,xa)
dobj ⇒ λ f gz.∃x. f (z)∧g(x)∧ arg2(ze,xa)
Composition Beta-reduction is used to compose the lambda-expression terms to
compute the final semantics for the input sentence. In this step expressions of the form
(exp1 exp2 exp3) are interpreted as function exp1 being applied to arguments exp2
and exp3. For example, (dobj acquired Pixar) receives the following expression after
composition:
λz.∃x.acquired(ze)∧Pixar(xa)∧ arg2(ze,xa)
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Obliqueness Hierarchy The binarization stage requires a strict ordering on the differ-
ent modifiers to each head in a dependency parse.1 For example, in (nsubj (dobj acquired Pixar) Disney),
the dobj is attached before the nsubj. The ordering is very similar to the obliqueness
hierarchy in syntactic formalisms such as HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1994).
Type for Dependency Labels. Recall from Section 4.2 that every s-expression sub-
tree receive a logical form of type η = Ind×Event→ Bool. It follows that in any
s-expression (exp1 exp2 exp3), exp1 has type η→ (η→ η), exp2 and exp3 both have
type η, and the full expression has type η. Since each labeled dependency relation (e.g.,
nsubj, dobj, partmod) is associated with exp1 in connecting two s-expression subtrees,
dependency labels always receive expressions of type η→ (η→ η).
Mirroring Dependency Structure Whenever a dependency label receives an expres-
sion of the form
λ f gz.∃x. f (z)∧g(x)∧ rel(ze,xa) (4.1)
where rel is a logical relation, the composition operation builds a structure that essen-
tially mirrors the original dependency structure. For example nsubj and dobj receive
expressions of this form, with rel = arg1 and rel = arg2, respectively; the final lambda
expression for Disney acquired Pixar is
λx.∃yz.acquired(xe)∧Disney(ya)
∧Pixar(za)∧ arg1(xe,ya)∧ arg2(xe,za)
This structure is isomorphic to the original dependency structure: there are variables
xe, ya and za corresponding to acquired, Disney and Pixar, respectively; and the sub-
expressions arg1(xe,ya) and arg2(xe,za) correspond to the dependencies acquired →
Disney and acquired → Pixar.
By default we assume that the predicate argument structure is isomorphic to the
dependency structure and many dependency labels receive a semantics of the form
shown in Equation 4.1. However, there are a number of important exceptions. As one
example, the dependency label partmod receives semantics
λ f gz.∃x. f (z)∧g(x)∧ arg1(xe,za)
with arg1(xe,za) in place of the arg1(ze,xa) in Equation 4.1. This reverses the depen-
dency direction to capture the predicate-argument structure of reduced relative con-
structions such as a company acquired by Disney. Long-distance dependencies such as
1See conjunctions paragraph in Section 4.3.2 in order to understand why hierarchy is important.
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in relative clauses are not explicitly indicated in a dependency tree. We will introduce a
new mechanism to handle them in Section 4.3.2. In this aspect, CCG syntax is superior
to dependencies since the categories inherently capture long-distance dependencies
without any additional mechanism. Additional advantages of CCG are discussed in
Section 4.3.3.
Post-processing We apply three post-processing steps — simple inferences over
lambda-calculus expressions — to the derived logical forms. These relate to the han-
dling of prepositions, coordination and control and are described and motivated in more
detail under the respective headings below.
4.3.2 Analysis of Linguistic Constructions
In this section we describe in detail how various linguistic constructions not covered
by the rule in Equation 4.1—prepositional phrases, conjunction, relative clauses, and
Wh questions—are handled in the formalism.2
Prepositional Phrases Prepositional phrase modifiers to nouns and verbs have simi-
lar s-expressions:
(prep president (pobj in 2009))
(prep acquired (pobj in 2009))
The following entries are used in these examples:
in⇒ λx. in(xe)
prep⇒ λ f gz.∃x. f (z)∧g(x)∧prep(ze,xa)




where the entries for prep and pobj simply mirror the original dependency structure
with prep modifying the event variable ze.
The semantics for acquired in 2009 is as follows:
2The system contains 32 binarization rules (e.g., rules for obliqueness hierarchy and identifying
traces) and 46 substitution rules (i.e., rules for dependency labels and parts of speech). The rules can be
found at http://github.com/sivareddyg/deplambda.
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λx.∃py.acquired(xe)∧2009(ya)
∧ in(pe)∧prep(xe, pe)∧pobj(pe,ya)
We replace in(pe)∧ prep(xe, pe)∧ pobj(pe,ya) by prep.in(xe,ya) as a post-processing
step, effectively collapsing out the p variable while replacing the prep and pobj depen-
dencies by a single dependency, prep.in. The final semantics are then as follows:
λx.∃y.acquired(xe)∧2009(ya)∧prep.in(xe,ya)
In practice this step is easily achieved by identifying variables (in this case pe) partici-
pating in prep and pobj relations. It would be tempting to achieve this step within the
lambda calculus expressions themselves, but we have found the post-processing step
to be more robust to parsing errors and corner cases in the usage of the prep and pobj
dependency labels.
Conjunctions First consider a simple case of NP-conjunction, Bill and Dave founded
HP. We only aim to generate the logical form with distributive reading, not the collective
one, i.e., Bill founded HP and Dave founded HP rather than Bill and Dave together
founded HP. The s-expression derived from the dependency tree is as follows:
(nsubj (dobj founded HP)
(conj-np (cc Bill and) Dave))
We make use of the following entries:
conj-np⇒ λ f gx.∃yz. f (y)∧g(z)∧ coord(x,y,z)
cc⇒ λ f gz. f (z)
The sentence Bill and Dave founded HP then receives the following semantics:
λe.∃xyzu.Bill(ya)∧Dave(za)∧ founded(ee)∧HP(ua)
∧coord(x,y,z)∧ arg1(ee,xa)∧ arg2(ee,ua)
Note how the x variable occurs in two sub-expressions: coord(x,y,z), and arg1(ee,xa).
It can be interpreted as a variable that conjoins variables y and z together. In par-
ticular, we introduce a post-processing step where the sub-expression coord(x,y,z)∧
arg1(ee,xa) is replaced with arg1(ee,ya)∧ arg1(ee,za), and the x variable is removed.




VP-coordination is treated in a very similar way. Consider the sentence Eminem
signed to Interscope and discovered 50 Cent. This has the following s-expression:
(nsubj (conj-vp (cc s-to-I and) d-50) Eminem)
where s-to-I refers to the VP signed to Interscope, and d-50 refers to the VP discovered
50 Cent. The lambda-calculus expression for conj-vp is identical to the expression for
conj-np:
conj-vp⇒ λ f gx.∃yz. f (y)∧g(z)∧ coord(x,y,z)
The logical form for the full sentence is then
λe.∃xyz.Eminem(xa)∧ coord(e,y,z)
∧arg1(ee,xa)∧ s_to_I(y)∧d_50(z)
where we use s_to_I(y) and d_50(z) as shorthand for the lambda-calculus expressions
for the two VPs.
After post-processing this is simplified to
λe.∃xyz.Eminem(xa)∧ arg1(ye,xa)
∧arg1(ze,xa)∧ s_to_I(y)∧d_50(z)
Other types of coordination, such as sentence-level coordination and PP coordina-
tion, are handled with the same mechanism. All coordination dependency labels have
the same semantics as conj-np and conj-vp. The only reason for having distinct de-
pendency labels for different types of coordination is that different labels appear in
different positions in the obliqueness hierarchy. This is important for getting the correct
scope for different forms of conjunction. For instance, the following s-expression for
the Eminem example would lead to an incorrect semantics:
(conj-vp (nsubj (cc s-to-I and) Eminem) d-50)
This s-expression is not possible under the obliqueness hierarchy, which places nsubj
modifiers to a verb after conj-vp modifiers.
We realize that this treatment of conjunction is quite naive in comparison to that on
offer in CCG. However, given the crude analysis of conjunction in dependency syntax,
a more refined treatment is beyond the scope of the current approach.
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Relative Clauses Our treatment of relative clauses is closely related to the mecha-
nism for traces described by Moortgat (1988, 1991); see also Carpenter (1998) and
Pereira (1990). Consider the NP Apple which Jobs founded with s-expression:
(rcmod Apple
(wh-dobj (BIND f (nsubj (dobj founded f ) Jobs))
which))
Note that the s-expression has been augmented to include a variable f in dobj
position, with (BIND f ...) binding this variable at the clause level. These annotations
are added using a set of heuristic rules over the original dependency parse tree.
The BIND operation is interpreted in the following way. If we have an expression
of the form
(BIND f λx.g(x))
where f is a variable and g is an expression that includes f , this is converted to
λz.∃x.g(x) | f=EQ(z)
where g(x) | f=EQ(z) is the expression g(x) with the expression EQ(z) substituted for f .
EQ(z)(z′) is true iff z and z′ are equal (refer to the same entity). In addition we assume
the following entries:
wh-dobj⇒ λ f gz. f (z)
rcmod⇒ λ f gz. f (z)∧g(z)
It can be verified that (BIND f (nsubj (dobj founded f ) Jobs)) has semantics
λu.∃xyz. founded(xe)∧ Jobs(ya)∧ EQ(u)(z)
∧arg1(xe,ya)∧ arg2(xe,za)
and Apple which Jobs founded has semantics
λu.∃xyz. founded(xe)∧ Jobs(ya)∧ EQ(u)(z)
∧arg1(xe,ya)∧ arg2(xe,za)∧Apple(ua)





Wh Questions Wh questions are handled using the BIND-mechanism described in
the previous section. As one example, the s-expression for Who did Jim marry is as
follows:
(wh-dobj (BIND f (nsubj (aux (dobj marry f ) did)
Jim)) who)
We assume the following lambda expressions:
Who ⇒ λx.TARGET(xa)
did ⇒ λx.TRUE
aux ⇒ λ f g. f
wh-dobj ⇒ λ f gx. f (x)∧g(x)
It can be verified that this gives the final logical form
λx.∃yz.TARGET(xa)∧marry(ye)∧ Jim(za)
∧arg1(ye,za)∧ arg2(ye,xa)
Note that the predicate TARGET is applied to the variable that is the focus of the question.
A similar treatment is used for cases with the wh-element in subject position (e.g., who
married Jim) or where the wh-element is extracted from a prepositional phrase (e.g.,
who was Jim married to).
4.3.3 Comparison to CCG
In this section we discuss some differences between our approach and CCG-based
approaches for mapping sentences to logical forms. Although our focus is on CCG, the
arguments are similar for other formalisms that use the lambda calculus in conjunction
with a generative grammar, such as HPSG and LFG, or approaches based on context-
free grammars.
Our approach differs in two important (and related) respects from CCG: (1) all
constituents in our approach have the same semantic type (Ind×Event→ Bool);
(2) our formalism does not make the argument/adjunct distinction, instead essentially
treating all modifiers to a given head as adjuncts.
As an example, consider the analysis of Disney acquired Pixar within CCG. In this
case acquired would be assigned the following CCG lexical entry:
S\NP/NP⇒ λ f2 f1x.∃yz.acquired(x)∧ f1(y)∧ f2(z)
∧arg1(x,y)∧ arg2(x,z)
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Note the explicit arguments corresponding to the subject and object of this transitive
verb ( f1 and f2, respectively). An intransitive verb such as sleeps would be assigned an
entry with a single functional argument corresponding to the subject ( f1):
S\NP⇒ λ f1x.∃y.sleeps(x)∧ f1(y)∧ arg1(x,y)
In contrast, the entries in our system for these two verbs are simply λx.acquired(xe)
and λx.sleeps(xe). The two forms are similar, have the same semantic type, and do not
include variables such as f1 and f2 for the subject and object.
The advantage of our approach is that it is robust, and relatively simple, in that a
strict grammar that enforces type checking is not required. However, there are chal-
lenges in handling some linguistic constructions. A simple example is passive verbs.
In our formalism, the passive form of acquired has the form λx.acquired.pass(xe), dis-
tinct from its active form λx.acquired(xe). The sentence Pixar was acquired is then
assigned the logical form λx.∃y.acquired.pass(xe)∧Pixar(ya)∧ arg1(xe,ya). Modify-
ing our approach to give the same logical forms for active and passive forms would
require a significant extension of our approach. In contrast, in CCG the lexical entry for
the passive form of acquired can directly specify the mapping between subject position
and the arg2:
S\NP⇒ λ f2x.∃z.acquired(x)∧ f2(z)∧ arg2(x,z)
As another example, correct handling of object and subject control verbs is chal-
lenging in the single-type system: for example, in the analysis for John persuaded Jim
to acquire Apple, the CCG analysis would have an entry for persuaded that explicitly
takes three arguments (in this case John, Jim, and to acquire Apple) and assigns Jim as
both the direct object of persuaded and as the subject of acquire. In our approach the
subject relationship to acquire is instead recovered in a post-processing step, based on
the lexical identity of persuaded.
4.4 Experimental Setup
We next verify empirically that our proposed approach derives a useful logical compo-
sitional semantic representation from dependency syntax. We use the semantic parsing
as graph matching framework proposed in Chapter 2 for converting dependency logical
forms to Freebase queries. Below, we give details on the evaluation datasets, baselines
used for comparison, our main model, and the implementation details.
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4.4.1 Datasets
We use the same datasets used in the previous chapter: Free917 and WebQuestions (See
Section 3.4.1). A main difference is instead of syntactically parsing these datasets using
a CCG parser, we use a dependency parser (see below).
4.4.2 Comparison Systems
In addition to the dependency-based semantic representation DEPLAMBDA (Section 4.3)
and previous work on these datasets, we compare to three additional baseline represen-
tations outlined below. We use GRAPHPARSER (the tool that implements framework in
Chapter 2) to map these representations to Freebase. GRAPHPARSER takes the logical
forms from syntax, converts them to ungrounded graphs which in turn are converted to
Freebase grounded graphs.
DEPTREE In this baseline, an ungrounded graph is created directly from the original
dependency tree. An event is created for each parent and its dependents in the tree. Each
dependent is linked to this event with an edge labeled with its dependency relation, while
the parent is linked to the event with an edge labeled arg0. If a word is a question word,
an additional TARGET predicate is attached to its entity node.
SINGLEEVENT This representation is agnostic to the syntax of the input question. In
this representation, we create a single event to which all entities in the question are
connected by the predicate arg1. An additional TARGET node is connected to the event
by the predicate arg0. This is similar to the template representation of Yao (2015) and
Bast & Haussmann (2015). Note that this cannot represent any compositional structure
involving aggregation or multihop reasoning.
CCGGRAPH Finally, we compare to the CCG-based semantic representation pre-
sented in Chapter 3, adding the CONTRACT and EXPAND operations to increase its
expressivity.
4.4.3 Implementation Details
We used the hypergraph parser of Zhang & McDonald (2014) for dependency parsing.
The tagger and parser are both trained on the OntoNotes 5.0 corpus (Weischedel et al.,
2011), with constituency trees converted to Stanford-style dependencies (de Marneffe
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Representation -C -E -C +E +C -E +C +E
(a) Average oracle F1
DEPTREE 30.8 30.8 72.8 72.8
SINGLEEVENT 73.0 73.0 73.0 73.0
CCGGRAPH 65.1 70.3 67.6 72.9
DEPLAMBDA 64.8 66.3 71.8 73.0
(b) Average number of oracle graphs per question
DEPTREE 1.5 1.5 354.6 354.6
SINGLEEVENT 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.8
CCGGRAPH 1.6 1.7 3.4 3.4
DEPLAMBDA 1.4 1.5 3.6 4.2
(c) Average F1
DEPTREE 19.9 19.9 42.6 42.6
SINGLEEVENT 49.0 49.0 48.2 48.2
CCGGRAPH 44.7 47.3 46.5 48.9
DEPLAMBDA 45.9 47.5 48.8 50.4
Table 4.1: Oracle statistics and accuracies on the WebQuestions development set. +(-)C:
with(out) CONTRACT. +(-)E: with(out) EXPAND.
et al., 2006). To derive the CCG-based representation, we use the output of the Easy-
CCG parser (Lewis & Steedman, 2014). We set the beam size to 100 (Section 2.10.1)
during training and testing. We used all the features introduced in Section 2.10.5. We
perform the entity disambiguation for WebQuestions using Freebase API as mentioned
in Section 2.11 and for Free917 we use the gold standard entity annotations that are
already provided with the dataset.
4.5 Results
We examine the different representations for question answering along two axes. First,
we compare their expressiveness in terms of answer reachability assuming a perfect
model. Second, we compare their performance with a learned model. Finally, we con-
duct a detailed error analysis of DEPLAMBDA, with a comparison to the errors made by
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Representation -C -E -C +E +C -E +C +E
(a) Oracle Accuracy
DEPTREE 26.0 26.0 95.8 95.8
SINGLEEVENT 96.3 96.3 96.3 96.3
CCGGRAPH 91.2 93.3 92.2 95.3
DEPLAMBDA 91.1 92.7 94.3 95.8
(b) Average number of oracle graphs per question
DEPTREE 1.2 1.2 285.4 285.4
SINGLEEVENT 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.8
CCGGRAPH 1.6 1.6 2.4 2.5
DEPLAMBDA 1.5 1.5 3.3 3.4
(c) Accuracy
DEPTREE 21.3 21.3 51.6 51.6
SINGLEEVENT 40.9 40.9 42.0 42.0
CCGGRAPH 68.3 69.4 70.4 71.0
DEPLAMBDA 69.3 71.3 72.4 73.4
Table 4.2: Oracle statistics and accuracies on the Free917 development set. +(-)C: with(out)
CONTRACT. +(-)E: with(out) EXPAND.
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CCGGRAPH. For WebQuestions evaluation is in terms of the average F1-score across
questions (Section 2.12), while for Free917, evaluation is in terms of exact answer
accuracy (Section 3.5).
4.5.1 Expressiveness of the Representations
Table 4.1(a) and Table 4.2(a) show the oracle F1-scores of each representation on the
WebQuestions and Free917 development sets respectively. According to the first col-
umn (-C -E), the original DEPTREE representation can be directly mapped to Freebase
for less than a third of the questions. Adding the CONTRACT operation (+C) improves
this substantially to an oracle F1 of about 73% on WebQuestions and 95.8% on Free-
917. However, this comes at the cost of massive spurious ambiguity: from Table 4.1(b)
there are on average over 300 oracle graphs for a single dependency tree. Table 4.1(c)
shows the results of the different representations on the WebQuestions development
set. Spurious ambiguity clearly hampers learning and DEPTREE falls behind the other
representations. CCGGRAPH and DEPLAMBDA align much more closely to Freebase
and achieve similar oracle F1 scores with far less spurious ambiguity. SINGLEEVENT,
which cannot represent any compositional semantics, is competitive with these syntax-
based representations. This might come as a surprise, but it simply reflects the fact that
the dataset does not contain questions that require compositional reasoning.
4.5.2 Results on WebQuestions and Free917
We use the best settings on the development set in subsequent experiments, i.e., with
CONTRACT and EXPAND enabled. Table 4.3 shows the results on the WebQuestions
and Free917 test sets with additional entries for recent prior work on these datasets.
The trend from the development set carries over and DEPLAMBDA outperforms the
other graph-based representations, while performing slightly below the state-of-the-art
model of Yih et al. (2015) (“Y&C”), which uses a separately trained entity resolution
system (Yang & Chang, 2015). When using the standard Freebase API (“FB API”) for
entity resolution, the performance of their model drops to 48.4% F1.
On Free917, DEPLAMBDA outperforms all other representations by a wide margin
and obtains the best result to date. Interestingly, DEPTREE outperforms SINGLEEVENT
in this case. We attribute this to the small training set and larger lexical variation of Free-




Method Accuracy Average F1
Cai & Yates (2013) 59.0 –
Berant et al. (2013) 62.0 35.7
Kwiatkowski et al. (2013) 68.0 –
Yao & Van Durme (2014) – 33.0
Berant & Liang (2014) 68.5 39.9
Bao et al. (2014) – 37.5
Bordes et al. (2014) – 39.2
Yao (2015) – 44.3
Yih et al. (2015) (FB API) – 48.4
Bast & Haussmann (2015) 76.4 49.4
Berant & Liang (2015) – 49.7




CCGGRAPH (+C +E) 73.3 48.6
DEPLAMBDA (+C +E) 78.0 50.3
Table 4.3: Question-answering results on the WebQuestions and Free917 test sets.
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4.5.3 Error Analysis
We categorized 100 errors made by DEPLAMBDA (+C +E) on the WebQuestions de-
velopment set. In 43 cases the correct answer is present in the beam, but ranked below
an incorrect answer (e.g., for where does volga river start, the annotated gold answer is
Valdai Hills, which is ranked second, with Russia, Europe ranked first). In 35 cases, only
a subset of the answer is predicted correctly (e.g, for what countries in the world speak
german, the system predicts Germany from the human_language.main_country Free-
base relation, whereas the gold relation human_language.countries_spoken_in gives
multiple countries). Together, these two categories correspond to roughly 80% of the er-
rors. In 10 cases, the Freebase API fails to add the gold entity to the lattice (e.g., for who
is blackwell, the correct blackwell entity was missing). Due to the way WebQuestions
was crowdsourced, 9 questions have incorrect or incomplete gold annotations (e.g.,
what does each fold of us flag means is answered with USA). The remaining 3 cases
are due to structural mismatch (e.g., in who is the new governor of florida 2011, the
graph failed to connect the target node with both 2011 and Florida).
Due to the ungrammatical nature of WebQuestions, CCGGRAPH fails to produce
ungrounded graphs for 4.5% of the complete development set, while DEPLAMBDA
is more robust with only 0.9% such errors. The CCG parser is restricted to produce
a sentence tag as the final category in the syntactic derivation, which penalizes un-
grammatical analyses (e.g., what victoria beckham kids names and what nestle owns).
Examples where DEPLAMBDA fails due to parse errors, but CCGGRAPH succeed in-
clude when was blessed kateri born and where did anne frank live before the war. Note
that the EXPAND operation mitigates some of these problems. While CCG is known for
handling comparatives elegantly (e.g., who was sworn into office when john f kennedy
was assassinated ), we do not have a special treatment for them in the semantic rep-
resentation. Differences in syntactic parsing performance and the somewhat limited
expressivity of the semantic representation are likely the reasons for CCGGRAPH’s
lower performance.
4.6 Related Work
There have been extensive studies on extracting semantics from syntactic represen-
tations such as LFG (Dalrymple et al., 1995), HPSG (Copestake et al., 2001, 2005),
TAG (Gardent & Kallmeyer, 2003; Joshi et al., 2007) and CCG (Baldridge & Kruijff,
2002; Bos et al., 2004; Steedman, 2012; Artzi et al., 2015). However, few have used
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dependency structures for this purpose. Debusmann et al. (2004) and Cimiano (2009)
describe grammar-based conversions of dependencies to semantic representations, but
do not validate them empirically. Stanovsky et al. (2016) use heuristics based on lin-
guistic grounds to convert dependencies to proposition structures. Bédaride & Gardent
(2011) propose a graph-rewriting technique to convert a graph built from dependency
trees and semantic role structures to a first-order logical form, and present results on
textual entailment. Our work, in contrast, assumes access only to dependency trees and
offers an alternative method based on the lambda calculus, mimicking the structure of
knowledge bases such as Freebase; we further present extensive empirical results on
recent question-answering corpora.
Structural mismatch between the source semantic representation and the target ap-
plication’s representation is an inherent problem with approaches using general-purpose
representations. We saw this problem exacerbated when syntax is directly transduced
to the target meaning representation (DEPTREE baseline). There is a growing work
on converting syntactic structures to the target application’s structure without going
through an intermediate semantic representation, e.g., answer-sentence selection (Pun-
yakanok et al., 2004; Heilman & Smith, 2010; Yao et al., 2013) and semantic parsing
(Ge & Mooney, 2009; Poon, 2013; Parikh et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2015a; Andreas & Klein, 2015; Andreas et al., 2016).
4.7 Discussion
We have introduced a method for converting dependency structures to logical forms
using the lambda calculus. A key idea of this work is the use of a single semantic type
for every constituent of the dependency tree, which provides us with a robust way of
compositionally deriving logical forms. The resulting representation is subsequently
grounded to Freebase by learning from question-answer pairs. Empirically, the pro-
posed representation was shown to be superior to the original dependency trees and
more robust than logical forms derived from a CCG parser.

Chapter 5
Universal Semantic Parsing: Universal
Dependencies to Logical Forms
Universal Dependencies (UD) provides a cross-linguistically uniform syntactic repre-
sentation, with the aim of advancing multilingual applications of parsing and natural
language understanding. In the previous chapter we introduced DEPLAMBDA, a seman-
tic interface for (English) Stanford Dependencies, based on the lambda calculus. In this
chapter, we introduce UDEPLAMBDA, a similar semantic interface for UD, which al-
lows mapping natural language to logical forms in an almost language-independent
framework. We evaluate these logical forms on Freebase semantic parsing. To fa-
cilitate multilingual evaluation, we provide German and Spanish translations of the
WebQuestions and GraphQuestions datasets. Results show that UDEPLAMBDA out-
performs strong baselines across languages and datasets. For English, it achieves the
strongest result to date on GraphQuestions, with competitive results on WebQuestions.
5.1 Motivation
The Universal Dependencies (UD) initiative seeks to develop cross-linguistically con-
sistent annotation guidelines as well as a large number of uniformly annotated treebanks
for many languages.1 Such resources could advance multilingual applications of pars-
ing, improve comparability of evaluation results, enable cross-lingual learning, and
more generally support natural language understanding.
Seeking to exploit the benefits of UD for natural language understanding, we intro-
duce UDEPLAMBDA, a semantic interface for UD that maps natural language to logical
1http://www.universaldependencies.org/.
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forms, representing underlying predicate-argument structures, in an almost language-
independent manner. Our method is based on DEPLAMBDA (Chapter 4). The conver-
sion process is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Whereas DEPLAMBDA works only for English,
UDEPLAMBDA applies to any language for which UD annotations are available.2 In
this chapter, we describe the rationale behind UDEPLAMBDA and highlight important
differences from DEPLAMBDA, some of which stem from the different treatment of
various linguistic constructions in UD.
We evaluate these logical form on multilingual Freebase semantic parsing. To fa-
cilitate multilingual evaluation, we provide translations of the English WebQuestions
(Berant et al., 2013) and GraphQuestions (Su et al., 2016) datasets to German and
Spanish. We demonstrate that UDEPLAMBDA can be used to derive logical forms for
these languages using a minimal amount of language-specific knowledge. Aside from
developing the first multilingual semantic parsing tool for Freebase, we also experi-
mentally show that UDEPLAMBDA outperforms strong baselines across languages and
datasets. For English, it achieves the strongest result to date on GraphQuestions, with
competitive results on WebQuestions. Our implementation and translated datasets are
publicly available at https://github.com/sivareddyg/udeplambda.
5.2 Notation
Consider the dependency tree in Figure 5.1(a) represented in UD schema. Since the
schema has changed, we define a new obliqueness hierarchy. Figure 5.1(b) shows the
s-expression obtained by following the hierarchy defined in Section A.2. The desired
lambda expression is shown in Figure 5.1(c). Below we show the lambda expressions
of some of the words and dependency labels that resulted in this logical form. For
convenience, we define macros for most frequently used logical form templates.
We define the following macros for words:
ENTITY ⇒ λx.word(xa); e.g. Oscar⇒ λx.Oscar(xa)
EVENT ⇒ λx.word(xe); e.g. won⇒ λx.won(xe)
FUNCTIONAL ⇒ λx.TRUE; e.g. an⇒ λx.TRUE
2As of v1.3, UD annotations are available for 47 languages.
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Disney won an Oscar for the movie Frozen









(a) The dependency tree for Disney won an Oscar for the movie Frozen in the
Universal Dependencies formalism.
(nsubj (nmod (dobj won (det Oscar an))
(case (det (comp. Frozen movie) the) for)) Disney)




(c) The composed lambda-calculus expression.
Figure 5.1: The mapping of a dependency tree to its logical form with the intermediate
s-expression.
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Similarly for dependency labels we define the following macros:
COPY ⇒ λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧ rel(x,y)
e.g. nsubj, dobj, nmod, advmod
INVERT ⇒ λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧ reli(y,x)
e.g. amod, acl
MERGE ⇒ λ f gx. f (x)∧g(x)
e.g. compound, appos, amod, acl
HEAD ⇒ λ f gx. f (x)
e.g. case, punct, aux, mark .
As an example of COPY, consider the lambda expression for dobj in (dobj won
(det Oscar an)): λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧ g(y)∧ arg2(xe,ya). Since arg2(xe,ya) mimics the de-
pendency structure dobj(won, Oscar), we refer to the expression kind evoked by dobj
as COPY.
Expressions that invert the dependency direction are referred to as INVERT (e.g. amod
in running horse); expressions that merge two subexpressions without introducing any
relation predicates are referred to as MERGE (e.g. compound in movie Frozen); and
expressions that simply return the parent expression semantics are referred to as HEAD
(e.g. case in for Frozen). While this generalization applies to most dependency la-
bels, several labels take a different logical form not listed here, some of which are
discussed in Section 5.3.3. 3 Sometimes the mapping of dependency label to lambda
expression may depend on surrounding part-of-speech tags or dependency labels. For
example, amod acts as INVERT when the modifier is a verb (e.g. in running horse), and
as MERGE when the modifier is an adjective (e.g. in beautiful horse).4
5.3 UDEPLAMBDA
We now introduce UDEPLAMBDA, a semantic interface for Universal Dependencies.5
Whereas DEPLAMBDA only applies to English Stanford Dependencies, UDEPLAMBDA
takes advantage of the cross-lingual nature of UD to facilitate an (almost) language
independent semantic interface. This is accomplished by restricting the binarization,
3Mappings are available at https://github.com/sivareddyg/udeplambda.
4We use Tregex (Levy & Andrew, 2006) for substitution mappings and Cornell SPF (Artzi, 2013) as
the lambda-calculus implementation. For example, in running horse, the tregex /label:amod/=target <
/postag:verb/ matches amod to its INVERT expression λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧ amodi(ye,xa).
5In what follows, all references to UD are to UD v1.3.
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(a) With long-distance dependency.






(b) With variable binding.
Figure 5.2: The original and enhanced dependency trees for Anna wants to marry
Kristoff.
substitution, and composition steps described above to rely solely on information en-
coded in the UD representation. Importantly, UDEPLAMBDA is designed to not rely
on lexical forms in a language to assign lambda expressions, but only on information
contained in dependency labels and postags.
However, some linguistic phenomena are language specific (e.g. pronoun-dropping)
or meaning specific (e.g. every and the in English have very different semantics, despite
being both determiners) and are not encoded in the UD schema. Furthermore, some
cross-linguistic phenomena, such as long-distance dependencies, are not part of the
core UD representation. To circumvent this limitation, a simple enhancement step
enriches the original UD representation before binarization takes place (Section 5.3.1).
This step adds to the dependency tree missing syntactic information and long-distance
dependencies, thereby creating a graph. Whereas DEPLAMBDA is not able to handle
graph-structured input, UDEPLAMBDA is designed to work directly with dependency
graphs (Section 5.3.2). Finally, the representation of several linguistic constructions
differ between UD and SD, which requires different handling in the semantic interface
(Section 5.3.3).
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5.3.1 Enhancement
Both Schuster & Manning (2016) and Nivre et al. (2016) note the necessity of an
enhanced UD representation to enable semantic applications. However, such enhance-
ments are currently only available for a subset of languages in UD. Instead, we rely
on a small number of enhancements for our main application—semantic parsing for
question-answering—with the hope that this step can be replaced by an enhanced UD
representation in the future. Specifically, we define three kinds of enhancements: (1)
long-distance dependencies; (2) types of coordination; and (3) refined question word
tags.
First, we identify long-distance dependencies in relative clauses and control con-
structions. We follow Schuster & Manning (2016) and find these using the labels acl
(relative) and xcomp (control). Figure 5.2(a) shows the long-distance dependency in
the sentence Anna wants to marry Kristoff. Here, marry is provided with its missing
nsubj (dashed arc). Second, UD conflates all coordinating constructions to a single
dependency label, conj. To obtain the correct coordination scope, we refine conj to
conj:verb, conj:vp, conj:sentence, conj:np, and conj:adj, similar to Reddy
et al. (2016). Finally, unlike the PTB tags (Marcus et al., 1993) used by SD, the UD part-
of-speech tags do not distinguish question words. Since these are crucial to question-
answering, we use a small lexicon to refine the tags for determiners (DET), adverbs
(ADV) and pronouns (PRON) to DET:WH, ADV:WH and PRON:WH, respectively. Specifi-
cally, we use a list of 12 (English), 14 (Spanish) and 35 (German) words, respectively.
This is the only part of UDEPLAMBDA that relies on language-specific information. We
hope that, as the coverage of morphological features in UD improves, this refinement
can be replaced by relying on morphological features, such as the interrogative feature
(INT).
The complete list of enhancements are listed in Section A.1.
5.3.2 Graph Structures and BIND
To handle graph structures that may result from the enhancement step, such as those
in Figure 5.2(a), we propose a variable-binding mechanism that differs from that of
DEPLAMBDA. First, each long-distance dependency is split into independent arcs as
shown in Figure 5.2(b). Here, Ω is a placeholder for the subject of marry, which in turn
corresponds to Anna as indicated by the binding of Ω via the pseudo-label BIND. We
treat BIND like an ordinary dependency label with semantics MERGE and process the
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resulting tree as usual, via the s-expression:
(nsubj (xcomp wants (nsubj (mark
(dobj marry Kristoff) to) Ω) (BIND Anna Ω)) ,
with the lambda-expression substitutions:
wants, marry ∈ EVENT; to ∈ FUNCTIONAL;
Anna, Kristoff ∈ ENTITY;
mark ∈ HEAD; BIND ∈ MERGE;
xcomp = λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧xcomp(xe,ye) .
These substitutions are based solely on unlexicalized context. For example, the
part-of-speech tag PROPN of Anna invokes an ENTITY expression.
The placeholder Ω has semantics λx.EQ(x,ω), where EQ(u,ω) is true iff u and ω
are equal (have the same denotation), which unifies the subject variable of wants with
the subject variable of marry.
After substitution and composition, we get:
λz.∃xywv.wants(ze)∧Anna(xa)∧ arg1(ze,xa)∧ EQ(x,ω)
∧marry(ye)∧xcomp(ze,ye)∧ arg1(ye,va)∧ EQ(v,ω)
∧ Kristoff(wa)∧ arg2(ye,wa) ,
This expression may be simplified further by replacing all occurrences of v with x
and removing the unification predicates EQ, which results in:
λz.∃xyw.wants(ze)∧Anna(xa)∧ arg1(ze,xa)
∧marry(ye)∧xcomp(ze,ye)∧ arg1(ye,xa)
∧ Kristoff(wa)∧ arg2(ye,wa) .
This expression encodes the fact that Anna is the arg1 of the marry event, as desired.
DEPLAMBDA, in contrast, cannot handle graph-structured input, since it lacks a princi-
pled way of generating s-expressions from graphs. Even given the above s-expression,
BIND in DEPLAMBDA is defined in a way such that the composition fails to unify v
and x, which is crucial for the correct semantics. Moreover, the definition of BIND in
DEPLAMBDA does not have a formal interpretation within the lambda calculus, unlike
ours.
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5.3.3 Linguistic Constructions
Below, we highlight the most pertinent differences between UDEPLAMBDA and DEP-
LAMBDA, stemming from the different treatment of various linguistic constructions in
UD versus SD. The complete list of substitution rules for UD are listed in Section A.3
and Section A.4.
Prepositional Phrases UD uses a content-head analysis, in contrast to SD, which
treats function words as heads of prepositional phrases, Accordingly, the s-expression
for the phrase president in 2009 is (nmod president (case 2009 in)) in UDEPLAMBDA
and (prep president (pobj in 2009)) in DEPLAMBDA. To achieve the desired semantics,
λx.∃y.president(xa)∧president_event(xe)∧
arg1(xe,xa)∧2009(ya)∧prep.in(xe,ya) ,
DEPLAMBDA relies on an intermediate logical form that requires some post-processing,
whereas UDEPLAMBDA obtains the desired logical form directly through the following
entries:
in ∈ FUNCTIONAL; 2009 ∈ ENTITY; case ∈ HEAD;
president = λx.president(xa)∧president_event(xe)
∧arg1(xe,xa) ;
nmod = λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧nmod.in(xe,ya) .
Other nmod constructions, such as possessives (nmod:poss), temporal modifiers
(nmod:tmod) and adverbial modifiers (nmod:npmod), are handled similarly. Note how
the common noun president, evokes both entity and event predicates above.
Passives DEPLAMBDA gives special treatment to passive verbs, identified by the
fine-grained part-of-speech tags in the PTB tag together with dependency context (see
Section 4.3.2). For example, An Oscar was won is analyzed as λx.won.pass(xe)∧
Oscar(ya)∧arg1(xe,ya), where won.pass represents a passive event. However, UD does
not distinguish between active and passive forms.6 While the labels nsubjpass or
auxpass indicate passive constructions, such clues are sometimes missing, such as
in reduced relatives. We therefore opt to not have separate entries for passives, but
aim to produce identical logical forms for active and passive forms when possible (for
example, by treating nsubjpass as direct object). With the following entries,















































Figure 5.3: The ungrounded graphs for What language do the people in Ghana speak?,
Welche Sprache wird in Ghana gesprochen? and Cuál es la lengua de Ghana?, and
the corresponding grounded graph.
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won ∈ EVENT; an, was ∈ FUNCTIONAL; auxpass ∈ HEAD;
nsubjpass = λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧ arg2(xe,ya) ,
the lambda expression for An Oscar was won becomes λx.won(xe)∧Oscar(ya)∧
arg2(xe,ya), identical to that of its active form. However, not having a special entry for
passive verbs may have undesirable side-effects. For example, in the reduced-relative
construction Pixar claimed the Oscar won for Frozen, the phrase the Oscar won ...
will receive the semantics λx.Oscar(ya)∧won(xe)∧ arg1(xe,ya), which differs from
that of an Oscar was won. We leave it to the target application to disambiguate the
interpretation in such cases.
Long-Distance Dependencies As discussed in Section 5.3.2, we handle long-distance
dependencies evoked by clausal modifiers (acl) and control verbs (xcomp) with the
BIND mechanism, whereas DEPLAMBDA cannot handle control constructions. For
xcomp, as seen earlier, we use the mapping λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧xcomp(xe,ye). For
acl we use λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧ g(y), to conjoin the main clause and the modifier clause.
However, not all acl clauses evoke long-distance dependencies, e.g. in the news that
Disney won an Oscar, the clause that Disney won an Oscar is a subordinating conjunc-
tion of news. In such cases, we instead assign acl the INVERT semantics.
Questions Question words are marked with the enhanced part-of-speech tags DET:WH,
ADV:WH and PRON:WH, which are all assigned the semantics λx.${word}(xa)∧ TARGET(xa).
The predicate TARGET indicates that xa represents the variable of interest, that is the
answer to the question.
5.3.4 Limitations
In order to achieve language independence, UDEPLAMBDA has to sacrifice semantic
specificity, since in many cases the semantics is carried by lexical information. Consider
the sentences John broke the window and The window broke. Although it is the window
that broke in both cases, our inferred logical forms do not canonicalize the relation
between broke and window. To achieve this, we would have to make the substitution of
nsubj depend on lexical context, such that when window occurs as nsubj with broke,
the predicate arg2 is invoked rather than arg1. We do not address this problem, and leave
it to the target application to infer that arg2 and arg1 have the same semantic function in
these cases. We anticipate that the ability to make such lexicalized semantic inferences
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WebQuestions
en What language do the people in Ghana speak?
de Welche Sprache wird in Ghana gesprochen?
es ¿Cuál es la lengua de Ghana?
en Who was Vincent van Gogh inspired by?
de Von wem wurde Vincent van Gogh inspiriert?
es ¿Qué inspiró a Van Gogh?
GraphQuestions
en NASA has how many launch sites?
de Wie viele Abschussbasen besitzt NASA?
es ¿Cuántos sitios de despegue tiene NASA?
en Which loudspeakers are heavier than 82.0 kg?
de Welche Lautsprecher sind schwerer als 82.0 kg?
es ¿Qué altavoces pesan más de 82.0 kg?
Table 5.1: Example questions and their translations.
in a task-agnostic cross-lingual framework would be highly useful and a crucial avenue
for future work on universal semantics.
Other constructions that require lexical information are quantifiers like every, some
and most, negation markers like no and not, and intentional verbs like believe and
said, however these constructions are rare in our evaluation datasets. UD does not have
special labels to indicate these. Although not currently implemented, we discuss how
to handle quantifiers in this framework in Chapter 6. Fancellu et al. (2017) is a first step
in this direction.
5.4 Experimental Setup
To study the multilingual nature of UDEPLAMBDA, we conduct an empirical evaluation
on question answering against Freebase in three different languages: English, Spanish,
and German. We use GRAPHPARSER to convert these logical forms to Freebase graphs.
To recap, GRAPHPARSER first converts logical forms to ungrounded graphs which
inturn are converted to Freebase graphs using graph transduction. shows ungrounded
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graphs for the same Freebase graph in multiple languages.
We present below the datasets, baseline models and implementation details.
5.4.1 Datasets
We evaluate our approach on WebQuestions and GraphQuestions (Su et al., 2016), a
recently released dataset of English questions with both their answers and grounded
logical forms. While WebQuestions is dominated by simple entity-attribute questions,
GraphQuestions contains a large number of compositional questions involving aggre-
gation (e.g. How many children of Eddard Stark were born in Winterfell? ) and com-
parison (e.g. In which month does the average rainfall of New York City exceed 86
mm? ). The number of training, development and test questions is 2644, 1134, and 2032,
respectively, for WebQuestions and 1794, 764, and 2608 for GraphQuestions.
To support multilingual evaluation, we created translations of WebQuestions and
GraphQuestions to German and Spanish. For WebQuestions two professional annota-
tors were hired per language, while for GraphQuestions we used a trusted pool of 20
annotators per language (with a single annotator per question). Examples of the original
questions and their translations are provided in Table 5.1.
5.4.2 Comparison Systems
We compared UDEPLAMBDA to prior work and three versions of GRAPHPARSER that
operate on different representations: entity cliques, dependency trees, and CCG-based
semantic derivations.
SINGLEEVENT As seen in Section 4.4.2, this baseline is agnostic to the syntax of the
input question. In this representation, we create a single event to which all entities in the
question are connected by the predicate arg1. An additional TARGET node is connected
to the event by the predicate arg0. Note that this cannot represent any compositional
structure involving aggregation or multihop reasoning.
DEPTREE An ungrounded graph is obtained directly from the original dependency
tree. An event is created for each parent and its dependents in the tree. Each dependent
is linked to this event with an edge labeled with its dependency relation, while the
parent is linked to the event with an edge labeled arg0. If a word is a question word, an
additional TARGET predicate is attached to its entity node.
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k WebQuestions GraphQuestions
en de es en de es
1 89.6 82.8 86.7 47.2 39.9 39.5
10 95.7 91.2 94.0 56.9 48.4 51.6
Table 5.2: Structured perceptron k-best entity linking accuracies on the development
sets.
CCGGRAPH This is the CCG-based semantic representation introduced in Chapter 3.
Note that this baseline exists only for English.
5.4.3 Implementation Details
Here we provide details on the syntactic analyzers employed, entity resolution details,
and the features used by the grounding model.
Dependency Parsing The English, Spanish, and German Universal Dependencies
(UD) treebanks (v1.3; Nivre et al 2016) were used to train part of speech taggers and
dependency parsers. We used a bidirectional LSTM tagger (Plank et al., 2016) and
a bidirectional LSTM shift-reduce parser (Kiperwasser & Goldberg, 2016). Both the
tagger and parser require word embeddings. For English, we used GloVe embeddings
(Pennington et al., 2014) trained on Wikipedia and the Gigaword corpus.7 For German
and Spanish, we used SENNA embeddings (Collobert et al., 2011; Al-Rfou et al., 2013)
trained on Wikipedia corpora (589M words German; 397M words Spanish).8 Measured
on the UD test sets, the tagger accuracies are 94.5 (English), 92.2 (German), and 95.7
(Spanish), with corresponding labeled attachment parser scores of 81.8, 74.7, and 82.2.
Entity Resolution As with previous chapters, we perform the entity annotation using
Freebase API (Section 2.11). However, due to the recent Freebase API shutdown, we
used the KG API for GraphQuestions. We observed that this leads to inferior entity
linking results compared to those of Freebase. Table 5.2 shows the 1-best and 10-best
entity disambiguation F1-scores for each language and dataset.
7http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
8https://sites.google.com/site/rmyeid/projects/polyglot.
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WebQuestions GraphQuestions
Method en de es en de es
SINGLEEVENT 47.6 43.9 45.0 15.9 8.3 11.2
DEPTREE 47.8 43.9 44.5 15.8 7.9 11.0
CCGGRAPH 48.4 – – 15.9 – –
UDEPLAMBDA 48.3 44.2 45.7 17.6 9.0 12.4
Table 5.3: F1-scores on the test for models trained on the training set (excluding the
development set).
Features We use the features described in Section 2.10.5: basic features of words and
Freebase relations, and graph features crossing ungrounded events with grounded rela-
tions, ungrounded types with grounded relations, and ungrounded answer type crossed
with a binary feature indicating if the answer is a number. In addition, we add features
encoding the semantic similarity of ungrounded events and Freebase relations. Specifi-
cally, we used the cosine similarity of the translation-invariant embeddings of Huang
et al. (2015).9
5.5 Results
Table 5.3 shows the performance of GRAPHPARSER with these different representations.
We use average F1-score of predicted answers (Section 2.12) as the evaluation metric
for both WebQuestions and GraphQuestions. We first observe that UDEPLAMBDA
consistently outperforms the SINGLEEVENT and DEPTREE representations in all lan-
guages.10
For English, performance is almost on par with CCGGRAPH, which suggests that
UDEPLAMBDA does not sacrifice too much specificity for universality. With both
datasets, results are lower for German compared to Spanish. This agrees with the lower
performance of the syntactic parser on the German portion of the UD treebank. Finally,
while these results confirm that GraphQuestions is much harder compared to Web-
Questions, we note that both datasets predominantly contain single-hop questions, as
9http://128.2.220.95/multilingual/data/.
10For the DEPTREE model, we CONTRACT each multi-hop path between the question word and an
entity to a single edge. Without this constraint, DEPTREE F1 results are 45.5 (en), 42.9 (de), and 44.2
(es) on WebQuestions, and 11.0 (en), 6.6 (de), and 2.6 (es) on GraphQuestions.
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Method GraphQ. WebQ.
SEMPRE (Berant et al., 2013) 10.8 35.7
JACANA (Yao & Van Durme, 2014) 5.1 33.0
PARASEMPRE (Berant & Liang, 2014) 12.8 39.9
QA (Yao, 2015) – 44.3
AQQU (Bast & Haussmann, 2015) – 49.4
AGENDAIL (Berant & Liang, 2015) – 49.7
DEPLAMBDA (Chapter 4) – 50.3
STAGG (Yih et al., 2015) – 48.4 (52.5)
BILSTM (Türe & Jojic, 2016) – 24.9 (52.2)
MCNN (Xu et al., 2016) – 47.0 (53.3)
AGENDAIL-RANK (Yavuz et al., 2016) – 51.6 (52.6)
UDEPLAMBDA 17.6 49.5
Table 5.4: F1-scores on the English GraphQuestions and WebQuestions test sets (re-
sults with additional task-specific resources in parentheses). Following prior work, for
WebQuestions the union of the training and development sets were used for training.
indicated by the competitive performance of SINGLEEVENT on both datasets. Graph-
Questions is harder due to the aggregation and superlative questions.
Table 5.4 compares UDEPLAMBDA with previously published models which exist
only for English and have been mainly evaluated on WebQuestions. These are either
symbolic like ours (first block) or employ neural networks (second block). Results for
models using additional task-specific training resources, such as ClueWeb09, Wikipedia,
or SimpleQuestions (Bordes et al., 2015) are shown in parentheses. On GraphQuestions,
we achieve a new state-of-the-art result with a gain of 4.8 F1-points over the previously
reported best result. On WebQuestions we are 2.1 points below the best model us-
ing comparable resources, and 3.8 points below the state of the art. When compared
with DEPLAMBDA, UDEPLAMBDA is 0.8 point lower in F1-score. We attribute this
difference to use of the more fine-grained Stanford Dependencies as compared to UD.
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5.6 Related Work
The literature is rife with attempts to develop semantic interfaces for HPSG (Copestake
et al., 2005), LFG (Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982; Dalrymple et al., 1995; Crouch & King,
2006), TAG (Kallmeyer & Joshi, 2003; Gardent & Kallmeyer, 2003; Nesson & Shieber,
2006), and CCG (Steedman, 2000; Baldridge & Kruijff, 2002; Bos et al., 2004; Artzi
et al., 2015). Unlike existing semantic interfaces, UDEPLAMBDA (like DEPLAMBDA)
uses dependency syntax, taking advantage of recent advances in multilingual parsing
(McDonald et al., 2013; Nivre et al, 2016).
A common trend in previous work on semantic interfaces is the reliance on rich
typed feature structures or semantic types coupled with strong type constraints, which
can be very informative but unavoidably language specific. Creating rich semantic types
from dependency trees which lack a typing system would be labor intensive and brittle
in the face of parsing errors. Instead, UDEPLAMBDA relies on generic unlexicalized
information present in dependency treebanks and uses a simple type system (one type
for dependency labels, and one for words) along with a combinatory mechanism, which
avoids type collisions. Earlier attempts at extracting semantic representations from
dependencies have mainly focused on language-specific dependency representations
(Spreyer & Frank, 2005; Simov & Osenova, 2011; Hahn & Meurers, 2011; Reddy et al.,
2016; Falke et al., 2016; Beltagy, 2016), and multi-layered dependency annotations
(Jakob et al., 2010; Bédaride & Gardent, 2011). In contrast, UDEPLAMBDA derives
semantic representations for multiple languages in a common schema directly from
Universal Dependencies. This work parallels a growing interest in creating other forms
of multilingual semantic representations (Akbik et al., 2015; Vanderwende et al., 2015;
White et al., 2016; Evang & Bos, 2016).
The initiatives which share our multilingual spirit are HPSG Grammar Matrix (Ben-
der et al., 2002) and LFG ParGram (Butt et al., 2002). However these also aim to model
syntax and not just the semantic interface, whereas in our work we take syntax for
granted. Our work also relates to literature on parsing multiple languages to a com-
mon executable representation (Cimiano et al., 2013; Haas & Riezler, 2016). However,
existing approaches (Kwiatkowksi et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2012; Jie & Lu, 2014)




We introduced UDEPLAMBDA, a semantic interface for Universal Dependencies, and
showed that the resulting semantic representation can be used for Freebase semantic
parsing multiple languages. We provided translations of benchmark datasets in German
and Spanish, in the hope to stimulate further multilingual research on semantic parsing
and question answering in general. We have only scratched the surface when it comes
to applying UDEPLAMBDA to natural language understanding tasks. In the future, we




Quantifiers and Scope in
UDEPLAMBDA
This chapter provides an outline of how quantification can be incorporated in the U-
DEPLAMBDA framework.
Consider the sentence Everybody wants to buy a house,1 whose dependency tree in
the Universal Dependencies (UD) formalism is shown in Figure 6.1(a). This sentence
has two possible readings: either (1) every person wants to buy a different house; or (2)








In (1), the existential variable w is in the scope of the universal variable x (i.e. the
house is dependent on the person). This reading is commonly referred to as the surface
reading. Conversely, in (2) the universal variable x is in the scope of the existential
variable w (i.e. the house is independent of the person). This reading is also called
inverse reading. Our goal is to obtain the surface reading logical form in (1) with U-
DEPLAMBDA. We do not aim to obtain the inverse reading, although this is possible
with the use of Skolemization (Steedman, 2012).
1Example borrowed from Schuster & Manning (2016).
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(a) Original dependency tree.








(b) Enhanced dependency tree.








(c) Enhanced dependency tree with universal quantification.
Figure 6.1: The dependency tree for Everybody wants to buy a house and its enhanced
variants.
In UDEPLAMBDA, lambda expressions for words, phrases and sentences are all of
the form λx. . . .. But from (1), it is clear that we need to express variables bound by
quantifiers, e.g. ∀x, while still providing access to x for composition. This demands a
change in the type system since the same variable cannot be lambda bound and quan-
tifier bound—that is we cannot have formulas of the form λx . . .∀x . . .. In this chapter,
we first derive the logical form for the example sentence using the type system from
the previous chapter (Section 6.1) and show that it fails to handle universal quantifica-
tion. We then modify the type system slightly to allow derivation of the desired surface
reading logical form (Section 6.2). This modified type system is a strict generalization
of the original type system.2 Fancellu et al. (2017) present an elaborate discussion on
the modified type system, and how it can handle negation scope and its interaction with
universal quantifiers.
2Note that this treatment has yet to be added to our implementation, which can be found at https:
//github.com/sivareddyg/udeplambda.
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6.1 Universal Quantification with Original Type System
We will first attempt to derive the logical form in (1) using the default type system
of UDEPLAMBDA. Figure 6.1(b) shows the enhanced dependency tree for the sen-
tence, where BIND has been introduced to connect the implied nsubj of buy (BIND
is explained in the main paper in Section 3.2). The s-expression corresponding to the
enhanced tree is:
(nsubj (xcomp wants (mark
(nsubj (dobj buy (det house a)) Ω) to))
(BIND everybody Ω)) .
With the following substitution entries,
wants, buy ∈ EVENT;
everybody, house ∈ ENTITY;
a, to ∈ FUNCTIONAL;
Ω = λx.EQ(x,ω);
nsubj= λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧ arg1(xe,ya);
dobj= λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧ arg2(xe,ya);
xcomp= λ f gx.∃y. f (x)∧g(y)∧xcomp(xe,ya);
mark ∈ HEAD;
BIND ∈ MERGE,
the lambda expression after composition becomes:
λz. ∃xywv.wants(ze)∧ everybody(xa)∧ arg1(ze,xa)
∧ EQ(x,ω)∧buy(ye)∧xcomp(ze,ye)∧ arg1(ye,va)
∧ EQ(v,ω)∧ arg1(xe,ya)∧house(wa)∧ arg2(ye,wa) .
This expression encodes the fact that x and v are in unification, and can thus be
further simplified to:
(3) λz.∃xyw.wants(ze)∧ everybody(xa)∧ arg1(ze,xa)
∧ buy(ye)∧xcomp(ze,ye)∧ arg1(ye,xa)
∧ arg1(xe,ya)∧house(wa)∧ arg2(ye,wa) .
However, the logical form (3) differs from the desired form (1). As noted above,
UDEPLAMBDA with its default type, where each s-expression must have the type
η = Ind×Event→ Bool, cannot handle quantifier scoping.
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6.2 Universal Quantification with Higher-order Type Sys-
tem
Following Champollion (2010), we make a slight modification to the type system.
Instead of using expressions of the form λx. . . . for words, we use either λ f .∃x. . . .
or λ f .∀x. . . ., where f has type η. As argued by Champollion, this higher-order form
makes quantification and negation handling sound and simpler in Neo-Davidsonian
event semantics. Following this change, we assign the following lambda expressions to
the words in our example sentence:
everybody = λ f .∀x.person(x)→ f (x) ;
wants = λ f .∃x.wants(xe)∧ f (x) ;
to = λ f .TRUE ;
buy = λ f .∃x.buy(xe)∧ f (x) ;
a = λ f .TRUE ;
house = λ f .∃x.house(xa)∧ f (x) ;
Ω = λ f . f (ω) .
Here everybody is assigned universal quantifier semantics. Since the UD represen-
tation does not distinguish quantifiers, we need to rely on a small (language-specific)
lexicon to identify these. To encode quantification scope, we enhance the label nsubj to
nsubj:univ, which indicates that the subject argument of wants contains a universal
quantifier, as shown in Figure 6.1(c).
This change of semantic type for words and s-expressions forces us to also modify
the semantic type of dependency labels, in order to obey the single-type constraint of
DEPLAMBDA. Thus, dependency labels will now take the form λPQ f . . . ., where P
is the parent expression, Q is the child expression, and the return expression is of the
form λ f . . . .. Following this change, we assign the following lambda expressions to
dependency labels:
nsubj:univ= λPQ f .Q(λy.P(λx. f (x)∧ arg1(xe,ya))) ;
nsubj= λPQ f .P(λx. f (x)∧Q(λy.arg1(xe,ya))) ;
dobj= λPQ f .P(λx. f (x)∧Q(λy.arg2(xe,ya))) ;
xcomp= λPQ f .P(λx. f (x)∧Q(λy.xcomp(xe,ya))) ;
det, mark= λPQ f .P( f ) ;
BIND = λPQ f .P(λx. f (x)∧Q(λy.EQ(y,x))) .
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Notice that the lambda expression of nsubj:univ differs from nsubj. In the
former, the lambda variables inside Q have wider scope over the variables in P (i.e. the
universal quantifier variable of everybody has scope over the event variable of wants)
contrary to the latter.
The new s-expression for Figure 6.1(c) is
(nsubj:univ (xcomp wants (mark
(nsubj (dobj buy (det house a)) Ω) to))
(BIND everybody Ω)) .
Substituting with the modified expressions, and performing composition and sim-
plification leads to the expression:
(6) λ f .∀x .person(xa)→
[∃zyw. f (z)∧wants(ze)∧ arg1(ze,xa)∧buy(ye)
∧ xcomp(ze,ye)∧ house(wa)
∧ arg1(ze,xa)∧ arg2(ze,wa)] .
This expression is identical to (1) except for the outermost term λ f . By applying (6)





In this thesis, we tackled one of the important questions of NLP, namely whether ex-
isting general-purpose syntactic representations are useful for natural language under-
standing. Our hypothesis in this thesis was that general-purpose syntax helps in deriving
superior task-agnostic and task-specific meaning representations than induced or latent
syntax. Specifically, we proposed a framework to exploit syntactic representations for
Freebase semantic parsing. Our framework factorized the semantic parsing problem
as a linguistically motivated structured prediction problem, i.e., syntactic parsing, and
then as a domain-specific transduction problem. Our main motivation is that the NLP
community has developed several resources for wide-coverage syntactic parsing, and it
is beneficial to build on top of these rather than learning syntax from scratch based on
application specific supervision signals. This is particularly relevant for semantic pars-
ing tasks since collecting training data for these is expensive, and the available limited
data can be used for learning to convert linguistic structures that are universal across
languages to task-specific structures without wasting resources on figuring out what
the linguistic structures are. The experiments in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
indicate that general-purpose syntax is indeed useful for semantic parsing.
Our contributions are as follows: We showed how to derive general-purpose mean-
ing representations from CCG structures (Chapter 3) and dependencies (Chapter 4).
We showed that these meaning representations can be converted to grounded meaning
representations using the framework outlined in Chapter 2. Our experimental results
in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 show that general-purpose meaning represen-
tations are more useful than meaning representations from induced syntax (UBL and
KCAZ13) and syntax-agnostic representations (SINGLEEVENT). This indicates our
hypothesis is true within the experimental setup presented in this thesis: linear model
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(Section 2.10), traditional beam search parsing (Section 2.10.1), and for datasets Free-
917, GraphQuestions and weakly for WebQuestions. This field is changing rapidly
and recent methods show it is possible to build better semantic parsing algorithms
that ignore syntax but these assume certain experimental conditions (see discussion on
finding 4 below). We summarize the findings of this thesis as follows:
1. General-purpose syntax can derive general-purpose meaning representations.
2. General-purpose syntax should not be used to derive task-specific meaning rep-
resentations directly.
3. General-purpose meaning representations can derive task-specific meaning rep-
resentations.
4. Syntax helps in guiding search and extracting good features.
General-purpose syntax can derive general-purpose meaning representations
In this thesis, we used two syntactic representations, CCG and dependency syntax,
to derive general-purpose meaning representations. There is a vast literature on CCG
(Steedman, 1996, 2000, 2012) showing that rich logical forms can be derived from syn-
tax, not only with predicate-argument structures but also with quantifier and negation
scope, and sentence-level coreference. Some phenomena like intentionality, and dis-
course level coreference are yet to be studied in detail since existing implementations
have had only limited success so far (Bos, 2008b). In this work, we only used CCG to
extract logical forms without quantifier and negation scope since the evaluation datasets
did not demand scope.
We presented DEPLAMBDA and UDEPLAMBDA to extract logical forms from
dependencies. Although we only evaluated the logical forms without scope information,
we presented a higher-order type system to handle quantifier scope for completeness
(Chapter 6). Recent work shows negation scope and its interaction with quantifiers
can be handled in UDEPLAMBDA (Fancellu et al., 2017). A current limitation of U-
DEPLAMBDA is its inability to handle context-sensitive dependency labels due to the
constraint that it should not use lexical information (Section 5.3.4). This constraint has
to be relaxed to handle wide-coverage semantics. More work is also necessary to study
the expressive power of UDEPLAMBDA, e.g., whether it can produce all logical forms
that CCG can produce.
Other alternative syntactic formalisms for extracting semantics are LFG (Kaplan &
Bresnan, 1982), HPSG (Pollard & Sag, 1994) and TAG (Joshi & Schabes, 1997), but
these are outside the scope of this thesis.
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General-purpose syntax should not be used to derive task-specific meaning rep-
resentations directly As we saw with the DEPTREE model in Chapter 4 and Chap-
ter 5, transducing syntax to target meaning representation is worse than going through a
general-purpose meaning representation. As the complexity of the target representation
increases (e.g., quantifier scope), this approach may become infeasible.
But one question that remains is whether it is possible learn lambda calculus that
converts general-purpose CCG and dependency syntax to a target representation. This
is feasible if the target representation is within the expressive power of these formalisms.
Consider a hypothetical scenario where a robot (e.g., a pawn movements in a board
game) only understands the following meaning representation language of the word:
f b f , f b f f b f f b f , f b f f b f f b f f b f f b f f b f f b f f b f f b f , . . ., where f and b represent
f orward and backward respectively. Vijay-Shanker & Weir (1994) show that no CCG
grammar can generate this language. It would be pointless to aim to generate this mean-
ing representation from CCG. Whereas if one relies on an intermediate representation,
one can define additional transduction operations that increase the expressive power of
the original grammar by modifying the intermediate representation.
Even when a formalism can express the target meaning representation, an important
consideration is whether the grammar at hand can produce the target meaning repre-
sentation. For example, a grammar for strings {ww : w ∈ (a,b)∗} cannot produce the
strings in {wwr : w ∈ (a,b)∗} where wr is the reverse string of w. As seen in Table 3.3,
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, there are structures in Freebase that our default grammar could
not produce (see the column -C -E).
General-purpose meaning representations can derive task-specific meaning rep-
resentations As noted above, transduction operations can be defined on general-
purpose representations in order to map to a target meaning representation. However
this will be felicitous only if the general-purpose representation is mostly isomorphic
to the target representation, which is the case with Freebase (see -C -E column of Ta-
ble 4.1 and Table 4.2). Moreover, from a practical perspective, only a bounded number
of transduction operations should be used in order to restrict the search space of the
possible target graphs.
Syntax helps in guiding search and extracting good features The main advantage
of using syntax-based meaning representations is that they guide the search procedure
limiting the target search space. In weakly supervised scenarios such as question and
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answer pairs, this is ideal. Consider the question what are the capitals of the states
bordering Texas?. The general-purpose logical form from syntax will indicate there
are two hops between the answer entity and Texas. Accordingly, while searching for
the target graph, we can restrict our search within a few hops from Texas. This is even
more useful in cases involving additional operations such as aggregation, comparison,
and superlative constructions. Consider the question what are the highest mountains
of the states bordering Texas?. Its general-purpose logical form will indicate first get
the states bordering Texas, and then get all the mountains in these states, and finally
return the highest mountain of each state. Although the ungrounded structure (i.e.,
from the logical form) and the target graph corresponding to this question may not be
isomorphic, it provides clues to what kind of graphs to search for and their approximate
matches. This saves us from exploring the entire target search space. Unfortunately,
our evaluation datasets are not compositional enough to convincingly show that syntax-
based methods are beneficial for search. As seen in Table 4.1, a simple template-based
method like SINGLEEVENT gets a high oracle score, indicating that the datasets lack
structural diversity.
Even then we find that syntax can help in other ways, namely in extracting rich
features which are indicative of the semantics, e.g., predicates in the ungrounded logical
forms have a strong association with relations in Freebase. When there is limited
variation of structures in the input, models that exploit domain-specific knowledge
(templates) along with features from syntax might be ideal.
Work on semantic parsing has grown rapidly over the last few years. Neural models
which do not use any syntactic features have been shown to perform almost as well
and in some cases better compared to our models (Dong & Lapata, 2016; Jia & Liang,
2016; Kočiský et al., 2016). Although these models are capable of memorizing frequent
compositional forms, a key challenge is modeling unseen compositions. The absence
of explicit compositional mechanisms make this hard.
We discuss in the next section some avenues for future work which might prove the
importance of syntax-mediated semantic parsing.
7.1 Future Work
Datasets Existing datasets for open-domain semantic parsing are non-compositional,
small and structurally not diverse. Current work in building datasets for semantic pars-
ing focuses on small closed domains (Wang et al., 2015b). In order to test if linguistic
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theories of syntax-semantics help, or to design better semantic parsing algorithms that
scale, building a large compositional open-domain dataset is crucial.
Automating steps in UDEPLAMBDA In this work, we hand-coded the lambda calcu-
lus rules of UDEPLAMBDA to produce simple logical forms. In order to scale this to
wide-coverage semantics, the manual rule-based component should be replaced with a
model that learns these rules from general-purpose meaning representations like AMR
(Banarescu et al., 2013), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) or the Groningen Meaning
Bank (Basile et al., 2012; Abzianidze et al., 2017).
Expressive power of UDEPLAMBDA In this thesis, UDEPLAMBDA’s expressivity is
limited to propositional logical forms, i.e., logical forms without quantifiers or nega-
tion scope. Although Chapter 6 and Fancellu et al. (2017) show UDEPLAMBDA can
handle universal and negation scoping, the bounds of its expressive power are not clear.
Evaluating UDEPLAMBDA on wide-coverage logical forms with scope would reveal
limitations and problems unforeseen.
Lexicalization of UDEPLAMBDA The strength of UDEPLAMBDA is that it can parse
any new language in UD to logical form. This is possible because UDEPLAMBDA
does not use lexical information. Due to this it cannot handle lexicalized semantic
phenomenon as discussed in Section 5.3.4. We must relax this constraint in order to
produce accurate semantics. Additionally, the strength of UDEPLAMBDA lies in its
robust single-type system. It is not clear if single-type limits expressivity. Relaxing the
type system to allow multiple types like in CCG would render UDEPLAMBDA at least
as expressive as CCG.
A single semantic parsing model for multiple languages UDEPLAMBDA pro-
duces logical forms for all languages using the same lambda calculus. In Chapter 5,
we used these logical forms to train different models for English, German and Spanish
in order to do the grounding. We do not foresee any difficulties in training one single
grounding model for all languages, e.g., in our linear model, some features such as un-
grounded and grounded predicate similarity can be shared across languages, and certain
features such as association of ungrounded and grounded predicates can be language
specific.
108 Chapter 7. Conclusions
Joint modeling of dependencies and semantic parsing Like previous work on
jointly learning CCG syntax and semantics (Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2005, 2007; Kwiatkowksi
et al., 2010), a model that jointly learns to dependency parse and semantic parse would
be feasible with UDEPLAMBDA. This would enable learning domain-specific depen-
dency parsers and semantic parsers simultaneously. The dependency parser would help
in interpreting the grounding decisions.
Evaluation on other semantic tasks Besides semantic parsing, logical forms are
shown to be useful for many tasks exclusively focused on English such as other tasks
such as entailment (Beltagy et al., 2016), machine-reading (Sachan & Xing, 2016), text-
based question answering (Lewis & Steedman, 2013), sentence simplification (Narayan
& Gardent, 2014), summarization (Liu et al., 2015), paraphrasing (Pavlick et al., 2015),
and relation extraction (Rocktäschel et al., 2015). We anticipate UDEPLAMBDA logical
forms would be useful for these tasks in multiple languages too.
7.2 Final Remarks
In this thesis, we addressed a long-standing question regarding the importance of
general-purpose syntax for monolingual and multilingual semantic parsing. In addi-
tion to this, our major contribution is a new theory of semantics for dependency syntax.
Universal Dependencies is the result of several thousands of expert human hours, and
our work shows its practicality for a semantic task. Technical contributions aside, we
hope the code will help in utilizing dependency syntax for semantic tasks beyond the
scope of thesis.
Semantic parsing is not only an important research problem, but also a practically
useful one. Given that it reduces the cognitive burden in using computing devices, it is
welcoming news to many people who own such devices. Better semantic parsing means
more device interaction, and more interaction means more data that helps improving
semantic parsing. Eventually, semantic parsing is going to be vital for natural interaction
between humans and computers.
Appendix A
A.1 Enhancement Rules for Universal Dependencies
1 rulegroup {
2 name: "Question words"
3 priority: 1
4 rule {
5 name: "question words invoking COUNT"
6 priority: 1
7 # Cu\’{a}ntas ciudades
8 # Howmany cities (how many is a single word in spanish)
9 # change the postag of from ADV to ADV:COUNT:WH.
10 tregex: "/w-.*-(?:cu\’{a}nto|cu\’{a}nta|cu\’{a}ntos|cu\’{a}ntas









19 name: "Enhance question words pos tags"
20 priority: 5
21 # "when" did aldi originate?





















40 # Below are special cases when COUNT phenomenon requires wideer context
41 rule {
42 name: "nmod indicating counting"
43 # "number" of "people"
44 # "count" of "films"
45 priority: 10










54 name: "advmod in how many"
55 # "how" "many"
56 priority: 1









65 name: "advmod in how many"
66 # "how" many "people"
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67 # how attached to people instead of many. This is likely a parser
mistake.
68 priority: 1








76 # Questions without question words
77 rule {
78 name: "dobj when posed as a question"
79 # "give" me the "capital" of UK?
80 # This happens when subj is not seen with the verb.
81 priority: 5














95 name: "Common Dependency Parser Errors. Use sparingly."
96 priority: 1
97 rule {
98 name: "questions wrongly tagged as mark"
99 priority: 1
100 # "when" did aldi originate?
101 # change the dependency relation of "when" to "advmod".
102 # (l-root w-4-originate t-VERB (l-mark w-1-when t-ADV) (l-aux w-2-did
t-AUX) (l-nsubj w-3-aldi t-PROPN) (l-punct w-5-? t-PUNCT))




















121 name: "questions wrongly parsed as advcl"
122 priority: 1
123 # "Where" to "hang" out in Chicago?
124 # (l-root w-1-where t-ADV (l-advcl w-3-hang t-VERB (l-mark w-2-to
t-PART) (l-compound:prt w-4-out t-ADP) (l-nmod w-6-chicago t-PROPN
(l-case w-5-in t-ADP))) (l-punct w-7-? t-PUNCT))
125 # change the dependency relation of "hang" to "acl".

















142 name: "questions not parsed as nmod"
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143 priority: 1
144 # what city did Obama come from?
145 # city should be nmod here
146 # TODO: Ideally this should produce same parse as "Obama comes from what
city", whereas the current rule procduces "Obama comes [from] what
city" where [from] is invisible.
147 # (l-root w-5-come t-VERB (l-dobj w-2-city t-NOUN (l-det w-1-what
t-DET)) (l-aux w-3-did t-AUX) (l-nsubj w-4-obama t-PROPN) (l-nmod
w-6-from t-ADP) (l-punct w-7-? t-PUNCT))




















165 name: "questions not parsed nmod"
166 priority: 1
167 # where did Obama come from?
168 # where should be nmod here
169 # TODO: Ideally this should produce same parse as "Obama comes from
where", whereas the current rule procduces "Obama comes [from]
where". Here [from] is invisible.

























191 name: "np conjunction"
192 # "Bill" and "Dave"
193 priority: 1









202 name: "adj conjunction"
203 # "red" and "blue"
204 priority: 1








213 name: "sentence conjunction"
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214 # Cameron "directed" Titanic and Spielber "produced" Transformers.
215 priority: 1









224 name: "vp conjunction"
225 # "directed" Titanic and "produced" Titanic.
226 priority: 5









235 name: "vp conjunction"
236 # John "ate" apple and "suffered".
237 priority: 10









246 name: "verb conjunction"
247 # "directed" and "produced"
248 priority: 15










258 name: "reduced relative and relative clause extractions"
259 priority: 1
260 rule {
261 name: "pobj extraction"
262 priority: 1
263 # The "country" which Darwin "belongs" to, is UK.
264 # "country" Darwin was "born" in
265 # country "which" Darwin was born in
266 # TODO: Ideally this should produce the same parse as "Darwin was born in
country", however, we produce "Darwin was born[in] country" where
[in] is invisible.
267 # (l-root w-1-country t-NOUN (l-acl:relcl w-5-bear t-VERB (l-dobj
w-2-which t-DET) (l-nsubjpass w-3-darwin t-PROPN) (l-auxpass w-4-was
t-AUX) (l-nmod w-6-at t-ADP)))
















283 name: "nsubj extraction"
284 priority: 5
285 tregex: "/^l-acl.*$/=target > /^l-.*$/=origin $ /^w-.*$/=originword !<
/^l-(?:nsubj|nsubjpass)$/"
286 # The company "bought" Youtube, owns Gmail. -- construction exists in
Telugu
287 transformation {














301 name: "nsubj extraction"
302 priority: 5
303 tregex: "/^l-acl.*$/=target > /^l-.*$/=origin $ /^w-.*$/=originword <
(/^l-nsubj$/ < /^t-(?:DET|ADV)$/)"















319 name: "nsubjpass extraction"
320 priority: 5
321 tregex: "/^l-acl.*$/=target > /^l-.*$/=origin $ /^w-.*$/=originword <
(/^l-nsubjpass$/ < /^t-(?:DET|ADV)$/)"
















337 name: "dobj extraction"
338 priority: 10
339 tregex: "/^l-acl.*$/=target > /^l-.*$/=origin $ /^w-.*$/=originword !<
/^l-dobj$/"















355 name: "dobj extraction"
356 priority: 10
357 tregex: "/^l-acl.*$/=target > /^l-.*$/=origin $ /^w-.*$/=originword <
(/^l-dobj$/ < /^t-(?:DET|ADV)$/)"
















373 name: "no extraction"
374 priority: 15
375 tregex: "/^l-acl.*$/=relation"









385 name: "xcomp constructions"
386 priority: 1
387 rule {
388 name: "object of controller as subject to the controlled verb"
389 # I want John to buy a laptop
390 priority: 1
















406 name: "subject of controller as subject to the controlled verb"
407 # I want to buy laptop
408 # Always assume there is an extraction.
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409 priority: 5
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Figure A.1: The lower the priority value, the higher is its precedence in the hierarchy,
e.g., the hierarchy for coordination constructions is conj-sent < conj-vp < conj-verb.
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5 name: "nmod with a case marker"
6 # "saw" with a "telescope"
7 # "cat" in a "hat"
8 priority: 5





13 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c




17 name: "nmod indicating counting"
18 # "number" of "people"






25 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




29 name: "nmod and its variants"
30 # don’t confuse this relation with nn in stanford dependencies.
31 # no seprate handling for tmod or npmod.
32 # 65 "years" "old"
33 # 6 "feet" "long"
34 # "$5" a "share"
35 # TODO: handle nmod seperately when the child is a verb, e.g., "eased" a







41 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c








49 name: "acl, acl:relcl"
50 # country Darwin belongs to
51 # movie which Cameron directed






58 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




62 name: "other acl-other cases"
63 # Cases which do not involve extractions






70 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c






75 name: "compound, name"
76 priority: 10
77 rule {
78 name: "verb particle"










89 name: "compound between two proper nouns"
90 # "Barack" "Obama"
91 priority: 1









100 name: "compound from a noun to proper noun"
101 # "Hilton" "hotel"
102 priority: 5




107 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




111 name: "compound from noun to noun"
112 # "coffee" "table"
113 priority: 10














126 name: "advmod in how many"






133 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




137 name: "advmod attached to question word"
138 # "in" a "hat"
139 priority: 5




144 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c










































184 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c








192 name: "conj-np, conj-vp, conj-verb"
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199 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $z:v (exists:ex $x:v





204 # "quick" and "fast"































234 name: "nsubj from question word to number"
235 # "what" is the "number" of cities in France?
236 # This could be a parse mistake since the head word should be the number
here?
237 priority: 5









246 name: "nsubj with cop"
247 # what "companies" are in "CA"?
248 priority: 10





253 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c











264 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c
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270 priority: 5
271 rule {
272 name: "dobj when posed as a question"
273 # "give" me the "capital" of UK?






280 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c











291 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c















306 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $e:v (exists:ex $x:v (and:c

























329 name: "articles, question words"
330 # Cu\’{a}ntas ciudades
331 # Howmany cities (how many is a single word in spanish)
332 priority: 1





337 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




341 name: "articles, question words"
342 # The city
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348 action: ASSIGN_LAMBDA









357 name: "verb acting as adjectival modifier"
358 # I ate a hand "made" "sandwich".
359 priority: 1




364 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




368 name: "COUNT predicates"
369 # "cu\’{a}nta" "hijos"
370 # how-many people
371 priority: 10





376 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




380 name: "adjectival modifiers attached to verbs"
































411 # Sue "asked" George to "respond" to her offfer
412 priority: 1




417 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




421 name: "xcomp when attached to a noun/propn"
422 # Elizabeth became queen.
423 # An additional arg2 predicate is created between the control verb and
the noun.
424 priority: 5
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429 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c






434 name: "other complements"
435 priority: 10
436 rule {
437 name: "ccomp, advcl"
438 # I am "certain" that he "did" it.
439 # If you "know" who did it , you should "tell" the teacher
440 # TODO: in advcl, include the conditional predicates, e.g., if, when,






446 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c









455 # Forces engaged in fighting "after" insurgents attacked
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504 target: "relation"
505 action: ASSIGN_LAMBDA
506 lambda: "(lambda $f:w (lambda $g:w (lambda $x:v (exists:ex $y:v (and:c




A.4 Lexical Substitution Rules for Universal Dependen-
cies
1 rulegroup {














16 name: "auxilary verbs"
17 # was
18 priority: 1













31 name: "noun with incoming l-compound from commoun nouns"
32 # "cofee" table
33 # should not match "boy" in "boy David"
34 priority: 1









43 name: "noun with incoming l-compound"
44 # "boy" David
45 priority: 5








54 name: "nouns with an outgoing arc"
55 # "movie" in 2010
56 priority: 10




61 lambda: "(lambda $x:v (and:c (p_TYPE_{word}:u $x) (p_EVENT_{word}:u




65 name: "rest of the nouns"
66 # movie
67 priority: 15
68 tregex: "/^w-.*$/=word $ /^t-(?:NOUN|PROPN)$/"
69 transformation {
70 target: "word"
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71 action: ASSIGN_LAMBDA





77 name: "articles, question words, advmods, pronouns, adjectives"
78 priority: 10
79 rule {
80 name: "question words with parent nouns"
81 # ["which" city] as opposed to [the car "which"] or ["which" is]
82 priority: 1








91 name: "question words with no parent noun but has outgoing arcs"
92 # "where" in california
93 priority: 5




98 lambda: "(lambda $x:v (and:c (p_TYPE_{word}:u $x) (p_EVENT_{word}:u




102 name: "question words with no parent noun"
103 # "what" is the capital of US?
104 priority: 10









113 name: "adverbs that have arguments"
114 # He is "in" today"
115 priority: 15









124 name: "adjectives that have arguments"
125 # John is "happy"
126 # 65 years "old"
127 priority: 15










137 # "genetically" modified
138 # "most" recent game
139 priority: 20










150 tregex: "/^w-.*/=word $ /^t-ADJ$/"
151 transformation {
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152 target: "word"
153 action: ASSIGN_LAMBDA




158 name: "pronouns with outgoing arcs"
159 priority: 20




164 lambda: "(lambda $x:v (and:c (p_TYPE_{word}:u $x) (p_EVENT_{word}:u




168 name: "pronouns with no outgoing arcs"
169 priority: 25









179 # "the" car
180 priority: 25













193 name: "prepositions that have arguments.. probably due to parse errors"
194 # What has MarioLopez been in?
195 # Here dep(in) = 0:root, dep(What) = in:dobj, dep(MarioLopez) = in:nsubj
196 priority: 1




















216 name: "conjunction words"
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234 name: "punctuations"
235 priority: 10









245 name: "default words"
246 priority: 30
247 rule {
248 name: "words with children"
249 priority: 10




254 lambda: "(lambda $x:v (and:c (p_TYPE_{word}:u $x) (p_EVENT_{word}:u
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